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Nor'easter pounds region, cancels classes
Record-breaking storm dumps 23 inches, paralyzes Orono-Old Town area for three days
By Ernest Scheyder
News Editor
CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES
GOT SNOW — Andy Blanchard, Alice White-Cyr, Kristina MacKenzie and Andrea Blanchard, all residents of Doris Twitchell Allen Village,
build a snowman Thursday afternoon outside their residence hall. The storm dumped plenty of snow for them to work with.
The nor'easter that blasted
northern and central Maine left its
mark. It clogged roads, buried
cars and even trucks, and para-
lyzed the University of Maine
from late Thursday through
Saturday. Nearly 23 inches of
snow fell on Orono during the
two-day storm, according to Alex
Calderon, a meterologist with
NOAA's National Weather
Service center in Caribou.
"This was a very intense storm
that developed off the northeast
coast and rode on the Gulf of
Maine into the Canadian
Maritimes," Calderon said.
The storm's intensity was due
to its voyage in the Gulf of Maine,
where it picked up enormous
amounts of moisture which
storms that develop on land don't
receive. When the storm hit land,
all the moisture turned to snow
due to the low temperatures,
Calderon said.
Back here in Orono, students
were reveling in the day-and-a-
half of from the rigors of acade-
mia.
"Having no school was excit-
See SNOW on Page 2
GSS Cabinet vetos
sweatshop resolution
By Diana McElwain
Assistant News Editor
The power of a veto was real-
ized when the Student
Government Executive Cabinet
struck down a resolution to
establish a "Sweat-Free
Advisory Committee." Sen.
Sarah Bigney sponsored the bill,
which passed on Tuesday night's
meeting of the General Student
Senate.
The proposed committee
would affiliate with the Workers
Rights Consortium, a nonprofit
organization that, according to
its Web site: "assist[s] in the
enforcement of manufacturing
codes of conduct adopted by col-
leges and universities."
The administrative committee
would use the organization's
guidelines to make sure that
See VETO on Page 2
Bumstock committee
begins band selection
By Aerin Raymond
For The Maine Campus
Although low attendance, the
Bumstock Meeting that took
place Wednesday was eventful.
Bumstock Director Elizabeth
Hansen chatted before the meet-
ing with her fellow Executive
Committee members on ways to
raise attendance at the DJ Tent.
Suggestions such as more adver-
tising and a different style tent
were mentioned.
Once Hansen, Chief Music
Officer Colin Atwood and
Student Entertainment Vice
President Josh Luce were sure
that the few students that came
to the meeting were going to be
the only attendees, they plugged
in a small boom box and began.
Hansen passed out a sheet of
paper with 10 bands and two
See BANDS on Page 3
Late Night showcases CAB events
Over 1,000 students check out hot tubs, mechanical bull, among others
By Ernest Scheyder
News Editor
The winter weather huffed. And it puffed. But it could-
n't scare anyone away. Much to the relief of the scores of
organizers who put together Saturday evening's Late
Night in Memorial Union, students braved the mounds of
snow for the trek to the union following one of the largest
storms in recent history. From 9 p.m. until I a.m., the
Campus Activities Board hosted nearly 10 activities for
students to participate in free of charge.
One of the most popular events of the night, the
mechanical bull ride, presented a challenge for some
patrons. The bull rode in a clockwise circle and the occu-
pants' stay on the bull was timed via computer.
"I had a hard time getting on the bull," said junior
business major Phonechay Vankham. "I jumped over it a
couple times. But I liked the mechanical bull," she said.
"[It] was hot with three T's."
Outside on the union patio, students enjoyed the hot
tubs set up-by the CAB. Freshman pre-veterinary sci-
ences major 7ach Brochu and junior microbiology major
Matt Sullivan donned swim gear for the chance to relax
with friends in the warm water and frigid air.
"It's decadent," Bmchu said. "It's where you can bond
with your friends. It's a great UMaine experience."
Sullivan said the water temperature was less than per-
fect.
"It's tepid," he said. "But I do enjoy the experience."
For Brochu, the trek out into the cold wearing nothing
more than shorts was accentuated by a "snow dip" fol-
lowing several minutes in the tub.
See CAB on Page 3
CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES
RIDE 'EM COWBOY — UMaine junior
Chris Austin tests his balance on the
mechanical bull during Saturday's Late
Night at the Union, the last event of
Winter Carnival week.
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Monday, Feb. 14, 2005
Aquacize class
The class will be held from
5:45 to 6:45 a.m. in Memorial
Gymnasium's Wallace Pool.
For more information contact
Thad Dwyer on FirstClass.
Wildlife seminar
Colleen Ryan will give a lec-
ture titled "Beginning with
Habitat: One-stop Shopping for
Conservation Planning in
Maine," The seminar will be
held in 204 Nutting Hall at noon.
For more information contact
Nora Ackley at 581-2862.
Bible study
The Wilson Center will host
a Bible study from 4 to 5 p.m.
For more information contact
Timoth Sylvia at 866-4227 or
on FirstClass.
Community meal
The Wilson Center will host
free home-cooked meal at 6
p.m. For more information
contact Rev. Timoth Sylvia at
866-4227 or on FirstClass.
Aerobic class
A Pilates class will be held
from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in
Lengyel Gym. For more infor-
mation contact Thad Dwyer on
FirstClass.
Games night
Come and see who wins a
free date from CAB from 7 to 9
p.m. in Memorial Union's Main
Dining Room. For more infor-
mation contact Carole LeClair
at 581-1793.
Aerobic class
A "Butts & Guns" class will
be held from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
in Lengyel Gym. For more
information contact Thad
Dwyer on FirstClass.
Power yoga
The class will be held from
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in Memorial
Gymnasium's All-Purpose
Room. For more information
contact Thad Dwyer on
FirstClass.
Tuesday, Feb. 15, 2005
Planetarium show
"Follow the Drinking
Gourd," a show for ages 5-10,
will be shown at 2 p.m. in
Wingate Hall's Jordan
Planetarium. For more infor-
mation contact Alan
Davenport at 581-1341.
Aerobic class
A canto kick-step class will
be held from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
in Lengyel Gym. For more
information contact Thad
Dwyer on FirstClass.
Yoga
A kripalu yoga class will be
held from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m, in
the Maine Bound-UM Outdoor
Education Center, For more
information contact Thad
Dwyer on FirstClass.
Graduation filing dead-
line
Applications to apply for
the May graduation are due by
4.30 p.m. For more informa-
tion contact Student Records
at 581-1298.
Aerobic class
A toning class will be held
from 5:30 to 6 p.m. in Lengyel
Gym. For more information con-
tact Thad Dwyer on FirstClass.
COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Lead Climbing Seminar
A three-hour advanced
climbing seminars for those
aspiring to lead climbs will be
held at the MaineBound
Adventure Center from 7 to 10
p.m. There is a $5 refunded
deposit. For more information
contact Paul Stern 581.1794.
Wednesday, Feb. 16, 2005
Open casting call
Auditions for a short film
will take place from 6 to 9 p.m.
on the second floor of Alumni
Hall. For more information
contact Andrew Eldridge at
581-8590 or on FirstClass.
Telemark skiing
Learn free-heel skiing tech-
niques at the Maine Bound-
UM Outdoor Education
Center. The cost is $65. For
more information contact Paul
Stern at 581-1794.
Aquacize class
The class will be held from
5:45 to 6:45 a.m. in Memorial
Gymnasium's Wallace Pool.
For more information contact
Thad Dwyer on FirstClass.
Coffee Hour
The Professional Employee
Advisory Council will meet at
8:30 a.m. in Memorial Union's
North Pod area. For more
information contact Ann
Maxim at 581-1831.
Career reflection
Susan Brawley and Laura
Kenefi will speak as part of
the Women in the Curriculum
and Women's Studies Lunch
Series. Lunch will take place
in the Bangor Room of
Memorial Union from 12:15
p.m. to 1:30 p.m. For more
information contact Angela
Olson at 581-1228.
Aerobic class
A 'Butts & Gutts" class will
be held from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
in Lengyel Gym. For more
information contact Thad
Dwyer on FirstClass.
Aerobic class
A Pilates class will be held
from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in
Lengyel Gym. For more infor-
mation contact Thad Dwyer on
FirstClass.
Aerobic class
A toning class will be held
from 5:30 to 6 p.m. in Lengyel
Gym. For more information
contact Thad Dwyer on
FirstClass.
Belay seminars
Learn to belay at the
MaineBound Adventure
Center from 6 to 8 p.m. There
is a $5 deposit. For more
information contact Paul Stern
at 581-1794.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free, and can be sent on !
FirstClass to Diana McElwain
or dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the ,
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the impor-
tant information about your
event. Deadlines for submis-
sions are 9 a.m. Sunday for
Monday publication and 9 a.m.
Wednesday for Thursday pub- •
lication. First priority will be
given to events that directly
affect university students.
The Maine Campus
Has better spreads then JIF
SNOW
From Page 1
ing," said sophomore history
major Marygrace O'Brien. "The
storm was fun." Many students
noted they spent the day outside in
the snow, at the movie theaters or
inside playing board games.
For many, the adventure was to
clean off the piles of snow from
their automobiles, which proved
interesting.
"[Digging out] was really fun,"
O'Brien said. "But after awhile
we must have looked pathetic.
These two guys came over and
helped us out, that was really
nice."
For student Isaac White, a jun-
ior mass communication and new
media major, the snow day had
extra significance.
"I was praying for a snow day
because I had a report to write for
[Friday]," White said. "There is a
God."
He said that when he called
581-SNOW, the university's can-
cellation information phone num-
ber, he was happy to hear about
the cancellation, although he did
note he spent the snow day writing
his paper.
This particular winter storm
broke several records, both in the
amount of snowfall and duration.
Bangor broke a record for snow-
fall on Thursday and Friday,
Calderon said.
"They had 13 inches," he said.
"The old record was 10.8 inches."
Friday also broke a record, with
eight inches that fell. The previous
record was 6.8 inches.
This storm by no means caught
meteorologists off guard.
According to Calerdon, the
storm's intensity and duration was
provided well in advance.
"This is something that we had
forecasted many days before," he
said. "At least four or five days."
The storm also featured intense
CAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIO
LET'S RIDE — Chris Kiss drags out his snow-covered
bike during Thursday's storm.
and brief thunder and lightning
episodes, very similiar to rain
storms in the summer months.
"[The thunder] is common in
intense winter storms," said
NOAA meterologist Tony
Mignone. "Typically you'll hear a
lot of thunder and see some light-
ning.
"This is the same process," he
said.
Late tonight and early tomor-
row morning, another storm is
expected to rock the area. With the
warmer weather, snow is not the
only thing expected to hit.
According to an AccuWeather
forecast model, the skies will also
become cloudy with extreme
icing in some areas. Wind gusts of
up to 15 miles per hour are
expected.
"We're expecting some snow
changing to freezing rain or sleet,"
Calderon said. "It will change to
rain on Tuesday."
VETO
From Page 1
University of Maine merchan-
dise, such as that sold in the
Bookstore and Bear Necessities
were not sweatshop-produced.
Should such goods be discov-
ered, the committee would work
with the UMaine administration
to correct the problem.
Sen. Jeff Bailey voted in favor
of the committee. He said that
although the issue was debated at
length, many were in favor of it.
"There was over an hour and
a half of questioning and debate
over the issue. During this time,
many great points on both sides
of the issue were raised. In the
end, an overwhelming majority
of the student senate voted to
pass the resolution," he said.
However, the vote was not the
deciding factor. The next day, an
e-mail was circulated to the sen-
ators stating that the resolution
had been vetoed. Bigney said
she was not informed until after
the decision had been made.
Bailey called on the cabinet to
explain reasons behind its veto,
resulting in a meeting with
President Kate O'Brien, Vice
President Brigham McNaughton
and other members of the cabinet.
Vice President of Financial
Affairs Judson Ritter said in a
press release that procedural and
technical concerns with the reso-
lution had led to the veto.
"I felt the resolution had
many things that needed to be
fixed before it could be accept-
ed," Ritter said. "Student
Government has no power to
form an administrative commit-
tee as the resolution stated would
happen. I would like to see the
resolution state who in the
administration would see to it
that the committee was formed."
Bailey said he did not think
that was the case.
"The questions I heard from
cabinet members at the meeting
didn't concern procedural prob-
lems, but rather they concerned
increasing costs at the Bookstore
and Bear Necessities," he said.
"My greatest concern was that
the cabinet, many of whom
weren't in attendance at the
meeting to hear the debate, were
abusing their veto power."
Bailey said that the intent of
the resolution was an admirable
one, and its aims will be
achieved, despite the veto.
"There is a group of extreme-
ly dedicated and conscientious
people that have put a tremen-
dous amount of effort into mak-
ing the sweat-free advisory com-
mittee a reality. I am committed
to ensuring that their efforts are
rewarded. I have no doubt that
the committee will be formed
with or without Student
Government," he said.
Bailey said that while he is
unhappy with the final decision,
the meeting was beneficial for
all involved. He said that com-
munication with the cabinet will
help to prevent future misunder-
standings between the Senate
and it's leaders.
"Having aired my concerns
and those of some of my col-
leagues, I look forward to seeing
the rewritten resolution and
working together with the cabi-
net in the future," Bailey said.
Ten cabinet members were
present at Wednesday's cabinet
meeting them led to the veto. Of
this, one opposed the veto and
two abstained. The Executive
Cabinet for Student Government
members present at the meeting
included President Kate
O'Brien, Vice President
Brigham Mcnaughton, Vice
President of Student
Entertainment Joshua Luce, Vice
President for Student
Organizations Nicole Rozanski,
Vice President of Financial
Affairs Judson Ritter, Inter-
Fraternity Council Vice
President Michael Russo,
Panhell Vice President
Stephanie Buckley, Off-Campus
Board President Aaron Sterling,
Residents on Campus President
Dean Wilber and Sen. Adam
Kirkland. Students are encour-
aged to pose questions regarding
the issue to the cabinet members
during their office hours.
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"It was a burning experience,"
Brochu said about the dip.
CAB graduate assistant Michelle
Gayne likened the night's events to a
smorgasbord of CAB's nightly offer-
ings in the union and said she hoped
people will show up at the events
during their regularly scheduled time
as well.
"We're trying to do a flavor of
each CAB event," Gayne said. "We
really try to pull all of our CAB stu-
dents' talents into one night. It's
almost like a CAB open house."
She noted that CAB didn't go into
Saturday's Late Night without some
experience.
"This isn't our first Late Night,"
Gayne said. "We're setting' standards
for things to work forward to."
In Union Central, students got to
take in a small sampling of Java Jive,
with students Andrew Matson, Eric
Frye and Joanne Pineau each per-
forming individual acoustic sets.
"[Java Jive] is good for when
people are in [Union Central]," said
Java Jive co-chair Vanessa Kelley. "It
gives them an atmosphere."
While the Union Marketplace
and Starbucks were closed for Late
Night, Dining Services did keep the
Bear's Den open for Karaoke and
offered grilled foods from the
Marketplace menu for students to
purchase.
Back in the Union Central, Peer
Education handed out free hot
chocolate in CAB mugs for students
and other Late Night patrons. Senior
Hannah Ives said that PeerEd
jumped at the chance to be a part of
Late Night to help pmliferate its own
message.
"People who drink hot cocoa will
be open to safe-sex pamphlets," Ives
said.
Sophomore PeerEd member
Darin Franceschimi said that
by tabling in the union, they
were reaching more people
than they traditionally do with
their presentations in residence
halls and classrooms.
In the Union Dining room, stu-
dents could participate in Bingo for
prizes or get their hand dipped in wax
to create a sculpture.
Overall, students had posi-
tive things to say about Late
Night in the Union. For Kevin
Pillsbury, the night was a
chance to try different things
and spend time with his girl-
friend.
"Bull riding was fun," Pillsbury
said. He noted that there was one part
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YOU GOT GAME — Jeremey Charette struggles against another seudent tied to
him on the other side of the post during a tug-a-war basketball game at CAB's
Late Night at the Union Saturday.
about the ride he didn't enjoy.
"It hurt my groin," he said. "I'd
do it again, but I'd stretch first."
Also that night, Pillsbury took in
the School of Performing Arts'
"Chicago."
"It was my first play," he
said. "It was good."
For Gayne, the whole night
came together perfectly and ran
well.
"It's a lot of organization,
craziness, and volunteer recog-
nition," she said.
Campus Activities and
Events director E.J. Roach esti-
mated that Late Night would
draw about 1,000 students over
the course of the night, with
about 300-500 students present
at one time.
BANDS
From Page 1
DJ's names and proceeded to
play two to three songs by each
for the members of the General
Committee to review. The bands
and DJs that were reviewed were
Emilia Dahlin, Headstart!,
Alteria, Face First, Yearbook,
Vague Valentine, Random Logic,
Averi, The Murder Weapon,
Slowcoaster, Jack's Wild, DJ
Kid Syndrome and DJ Tim D.
Other bands such as Low
Millions, Filomath,
Skawabunga, The Futureheads,
Murder By Death, Robert
Randolph and the Family Band,
Flogging Molly, Rahzel, G.
Love, and Andrew WK were
suggested by the attending mem-
bers of the General Committee.
Despite the lack of atten-
dance, the members of the
Executive Committee present
said they were open to sugges-
tions and promised they would
consider all feasible bands. They
also said that they're interested
in making Bumstock a festival
with a greater variety of genres.
Not just hip hop, just punk or
just jam bands, but instead a
mixture of those genres and
more.
Joining the meeting were sta-
tion manager and program direc-
tor of WMEB Tom Grucza and
Alfred Schulz. Grucza said he
hopes the committee remains
unbiased.
"There is a lot of good local
music that was suggested today,
some of it better than others, but
I think it will still be hard for the
committee to choose this years
line up," Grucza said.
"Hopefully it won't come down
to people vying for their favorite
genre, and hopefully they'll take
time to look at the big picture."
WMEB is making an effort
to be involved in this year's
festival so as to clear the bad
blood that was created by last
year's festival.
Next week's meeting of the
General Committee is slated to begin
later than past meetings to accom-
modate for those who have after-
noon classes. Hansen is planning on
a Thursday meeting at 6 p.m.
46,1
/ The Elizabeth A. Morris
Peacemaker Award: 2005
Dear University of Maine Faculty and Staff,
This is a request for nominations for the Elizabeth A. Morris
Peacemaker Award, which we present each year through The Wilson
Center. Some may recall that Elizabeth Morris was the chaplain here some
years ago. In 1993, she lost her life in a tragic car accident on the Maine
Turnpike. Elizabeth Morris was a wonderful, caring person, and a force for
life, goodwill, and peace in the University of Maine community. It is fitting
that we honor her memory in this special way, with the Elizabeth A. Morris
Peacemaker Aware each spring.
This award recognizes undergraduate students at the University of
Maine who have contributed active efforts and leadership, however quietly,
to the promotion of peace in the community. Activism might include
advancing the goals of social justice and nonviolence, promoting conflict
resolution through dialogue or negotiation, contributing to programs
assisting the poor or homeless, involvement in efforts to protect the
environment, or similar efforts that exemplify the things that make for peace.
Please consider nominating one or more students that you work with
currently, or have worked with in the past. Also, please ask your colleagues
if they would like to nominate other students as well.
Nomination forms may be obtained by calling or stopping by the
Wilson Center, 866-4227. This award will be made May 1, 2005 from
3-5p.m. at the Wilson Center.
For more information or additional forms, please contact:
T'irnoth Sylvia, Campus Minister at the Wilson Center, 866-4227,
or James Varner, Committee Chairman, 827-4493.
NOMINATION DUE DATE: April 1, 2005
Please submit to James Varner, Awards Committee Chairman,
Wilson Center, 67 College Avenue, Orono, ME. 04473.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE STUDENTS:
WRITE FOR PEACE & WIN $500.00
ANNOUNCING THE 2005
DOROTHY CLARKE WILSON
-PEACE WRITING COMPETITION-
Dorothy Clarke Wilson of Orono. Maine was an internationally known peace-
maker who was committed to research and writing on social issues and world peace.
To encourage today's University of Maine students to share in that commitment,
Dorothy Clarke Wilson established a $500.00 annual aware for the most compelling
written work on a peace-related topic. This competition is open to all University Of
Maine students. (Previous award winners are not eligible.)
Topic for 2005: In 1963, Martin Luther King. Jr., wrote: "Darkness cannot drive
out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do
that. Hate multiplies hate, violence multiplies violence, and toughness multiplies
begetting hate, wars producing more wars--must be broken, or we shall be plunged
into the dark abyss of annihilation." How can we apply this philosophy of nonvio
knee today'?
Format: Fiction, nonfiction, drama, poetry. essay or editorial. Manuscripts should
be standard format, typed, double-spaced, and approximately 750 words. The manu-
script must include a detachable cover sheet containing: student's full name, local
address, phone, email, class, title of entry (which should also appear on the first
page of the entry). The award will be presented at an event to be held on May 1st,
2005 from 3-5pm at the Wilson Center.
Evaluation Criteria: Both substance and structure are important. The selection
committee is especially interested in the areas of: insight, originality, thoughtful-
ness, as well as quality of writing.
Due Date: April I, 2005
Please submit entry to: James Varner, Awards Committee Chairman
Wilson Center. 67 College Ave, Orono, ME 04473
For more information, please contact Timoth Sylvia, Campus Minister at the Wilson
Center, 866-4227, or James Varner. Awards Committee Chairman, 827-4493.
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WORDOF MOUTH
How do you think the men's hockey
team is doing this season?
"I think they're doing
average."
Ryan Colby
Biochemistry
Sophomore
"I think they are
doing OK."
Jennifer Moultan
Mass communication
Senior
think they are doing
good, it's a rebuilding
year because they lost
some key players."
Sean Rackley
Ecology and environmental science
Junior
"I think they are doing
very well."
Angel Loredo
Associate Dean of Students
"They're doing fine. They
won all the games I went
to, so that's fine with me."
Shawn Plante
Undecided
Freshman
"I think they are doing
okay, but they need to win
their last few games,
especially against BC."
Kevin Richards
Psychology
Sophomore
Be an asset to The Maine Campus
Come shoot with us.
Contact Melissa Armes or
FirstClass.
Sarah Bigney on
Study shows Maine students
stay in-state after graduation
By Justin Wozniski
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine's popu-
lation is composed largely of in-state
students. Of the 11,222 students that
were enrolled for the 2004-05 aca-
demic year, 83 percent are from
Maine, according to university
admissions.
According to Phil Pratt, assistant
director of Institutional Studies,
UMaine graduates who were
enrolled as in-state students tend to
search for employment within the
state after graduation.
"Of the 2002-03 academic year
graduates, 80.9 percent found jobs in
Maine, up from 66.5 percent in
1998-99," he said.
The Maine House of
Representatives recently expressed
concerns over retaining graduates in
the state's job market, Pratt said.
Maine legislators have been working
to make the state's job market more
appealing by offering incentives to
graduates in labor markets striving to
retain educated workers.
A bill sponsored by Rep. Jeremy
Fischer (D) last March was passed
through the Senate and House, and
directed to appropriations for budget
consideration. The bill offers gradu-
ates remaining in Maine partial
tuition-reimbursement in labor mar-
kets with a high demand for workers.
The incentive is to encourage gradu-
ates who may find higher paying
jobs in other states to remain a part of
Maine's wort force.
The median salaries of UMaine
graduates have remained constant, at
about $30,000 from 1998 through
last year, after Consumer Price Index
adjustments were assessed for 2004,
according to Institutional Studies
survey research.
These surveys are designed to
collect information on the
employment and educational sta-
tus of its graduates, as well as
their perceptions of how well
UMaine prepared them for their
careers or further educational pur-
suits. This report compares the
methods and selected results of
UMaine post-graduate surveys
with four other New England land
grant universities, according to
the Institutional Studies Web site.
The Institutional Studies depart-
ment sends a survey and follow-up
information to graduates after each
academic year. The survey first asks
graduates to provide information on
the current full or part-time work sta-
tus and educational status. Those
employed after graduation are asked
basic information regarding their
occupation and employer, identify-
ing relationships between current
employment and areas of study at
UMaine.
Graduate, law and medical stu-
dents are asked to complete an addi-
tional section, providing information
on their area of study and how well
prepared their UMaine education
made them for higher education.
Finally, the survey offers respon-
dents the opportunity to become
involved with the Maine Mentor
Program, which is offered by the
Career Center to help recent gradu-
ates adjust and get connected with
job contacts in other cities around the
country by matching them with
alumni working within the field.
Pratt said the surveys are used as
the primary source of insight on
graduates and to find information
regarding their decision to remain in
Maine or move elsewhere.
"It provides us with data that
allows us as an institution to see how
we're doing. The survey is the only
effort to track graduates on a univer-
sity-wide basis," Pratt said. "The
same type of effort is made at other
universities, but UMaine's [study]
advances above others, with over 50
percent returns each year."
Returns for other Land Grant uni-
versities in New England are lower,
with 40 percent for the University of
Vermont, 37-40 percent for the
University of Connecticut and 36-37
percent for the University of New
Hampshire.
UMaine has the highest percent-
age of employed individuals and
compares favorably in graduates'
perceptions of how well they are pre-
pared for their careers. UMaine has
the second-highest percentage of
recent graduates enrolled in graduate
school, just below University of
Connecticut, according to
Institutional Studies survey data.
With increasing rates of in-state
university and college graduates
finding employment in Maine, the
state legislature has much to antici-
pate — a strong work force develop-
ing in different labor markets and the
emergence of new markets for
degree-holding residents with
expertise in diverse fields.
Alternative Spring Break gathers for
retreat weekend before service week
By Stefanie Libby
For The Maine Campus
Alternative Spring Break
members came together for
their annual retreat and service
project last weekend, two
weeks before they were sched-
uled to go their separate ways
across the United States.
The local projects prepare ASB
volunteers for their weeklong
community service work at a
plethora of diverse sites. This year,
the University of Maine's 55 ASB
volunteers are traveling to five
locations, with five teams spend-
ing the first week of spring break
at either the Martha O'Bryan
Center in Tennessee, the Florida
Everglades, the Hope Haven
Shelter in Mississippi, Project
Lazarus in New Orleans, or a
Habitat for Humanity site in
Pennsylvania.
Friday, Feb. 4, ASB coordina-
tors Johanna Peralta and Ian
Carlson had arranged for a sleep-
over in the Knights of Columbus
hall in Old Town so members
could get to know each other and
bond. Saturday morning, the vol-
unteers woke up early and headed
to the Bangor Homeless Shelter,
the Bangor Salvation Army, Orono
High School and Crossroads
Ministries.
At the Bangor Homeless
Shelter, they cleaned out rooms,
sorted canned goods, and separat-
ed bed sheets. Sarah Carter, a
group leader of the Hope Haven
project, said the event had many
benefits.
"It was a good way for us to get
to know each other while at the
same time helping those who are
less fortunate than us," Carter said.
Johanna Peralta, one of the two
ASB student coordinators, said
volunteering at the Bangor
Homeless Shelter reminded her of
how lucky she is.
"[I realize] how thankful I
should be for the things that I have,
because many people are not so
blessed or fortunate," she said.
At the Bangor Salvation Army,
volunteers cleaned up the store,
sorted books and cleaned the chil-
dren's room. Christine Nold, a
group leader for the Florida
Everglades trip, said the day's
work was more of a learning expe-
rience for them, as the coordinator
in charge of helping them out
never showed up.
"I think we really learned how
well our group works under diffi-
cult circumstances and we had a
great time getting to know each
other and making the very best of
the situation," Nold said.
Nold said that the event was a
great bonding experience.
"I always love spending time
with my group, they are amazing.
The service was rewarding as
well," she said.
At Orono High School, the
group painted hallways and locker
rooms. They touched up the areas
that had graffiti or scuff marks.
Mike Mlodzianoski, a group
leader for the Habitat for
Humanity trip said everyone had a
good time.
"My entire group had a lot of
fun this weekend. It was a great
opportunity for the group to bond
together while volunteering," he
said.
At the Crossroads Ministries'
new location in Old Town, the
'ASB volunteers helped sort cloth-
ing donations, throwing away any
clothes too dirty and torn to be use-
ful. ASB Coordinator Ian Carlson
said he was happy to help the
organization.
"I found out about Crossroads,
which does amazing work, and I
felt good about giving them some
much needed clean space,"
Carlson said. .
Katelin Urgese, a group
leader for the Martha O'Bryan
Center project, said it was her
group members that made the
day so special.
"I think had our group not been
together to do the work, we would
not have enjoyed the day as
much," Urgese said.
This was ASB's last local com-
munity service project before the
volunteers begin to head out on
Feb. 26. The group will continue
to hold fund raisers to help defray
travel costs to each of the volun-
teer sites. The next fund-raiser, is
scheduled from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Feb. 11, in the Coe Room.
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Marxist Lunch speaker
discusses linguistics
By Melanie Morin
For The Maine Campus
Some may think it would be a
lot easier if everyone spoke the
same language, but what if that
language wasn't English? Most of
us wouldn't know what to do or
how to function. Would we fight
to keep it alive? Would we refuse
to learn the new official lan-
guage? How important is speak-
ing English to you?
According to Kathleen March,
Spanish professor at the
University of Maine, this is what
many people are currently experi-
encing in Europe, particularly
within the European Union.
March spoke in the Coe Room
last Thursday as part of the
Socialist and Marxist Studies
Luncheon Series. Though the EU
accepts 25 languages, March said
this isn't enough, since there are
hundreds of languages and
dialects spoken in Europe. She
believes that the EU needs to do
"The attitude
that English is
good enough to go
all around the
world ... It's very
arrogant."
Kathleen March
Spanish professor
University of Maine
more to protect linguistic diversi-
ty, beyond the many documents
concerning the protection of lan-
guages.
"In practice, though, there are
constant reminders of the empti-
ness of these declarations,"
March said.
There are many points of view
as to how the problem should be
solved, March said. Some believe
English should become the uni-
versal language, some believe
there should be hundreds of offi-
cial languages, and others believe
technology will soon solve all our
linguistic issues.
There is currently a movement
in Europe, called "Socrates," to
protect language diversity. It
encourages people to speak one or
two languages other than their
mother tongue. This program
would most likely encourage
widely spoken languages, though
not regional ones. Many don't see
the point in speaking regional lan-
guages because most of the peo-
ple who speak them also know the
official language, March said.
March said this is an exam-
ple of how people fail to respect
speaking the local language
when they are in areas where
the people have a maternal lan-
guage they prefer. An example
can be found in Spain, where
Galician and Spanish are the
national languages, but most
simply learn Spanish and ignore
Galician.
"There you have to speak
Spanish, but you don't have to
speak Galician," March said.
This becomes a problem when
students go to Spain for their
studies and choose a region where
Galician is preferred. Some teach-
ers used to teach two different
classes in each language in order
to preserve their mother tongue,
but many now only teach in
Spanish.
"There are more and more
people coming from other coun-
tries, and that's great, but they
couldn't give a darn about
Galician," March said. "And you
could say: 'Well, why should
they?' Well, then maybe they
should go to Madrid. I mean, if
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LANGUAGE IS KEY — UMaine Spanish professor Kathleen March speaks about linguistic
and European politics to a near-full crown in the Coe Room at last Thursday's weekly
Socialist and Marxist Luncheon.
you don't care about the heritage
of the language, then maybe you
don't have the right to oppose lan-
guage on them."
UMaine iirofessor Alexander
Grab said that if the EU continued
to accept more and more lan-
guages, there would soon be hun-
dreds, and getting anything done
while respecting everyone's
dialect would be difficult.
March said that, this process is
threatening to languages and that
the problem should be addressed.
Douglas Allen, a philosophy
professor at UMaine, said that in
India, one region speaks English
and is very successful and high-
tech, whereas another region has
been trying to preserve and cher-
JOIN THE
HUDDLE.
• Work together
to end violence.
Male Athletes Against Violence (MAAV)
violence is a way of asserting power, privilege. and control. Men perpetrate the majority of vioiente, and
yet the Mee Is usually framed as a -woman's issue " Change will come when we challenge the social norms
and institutions that actively or implicitly condone and promote violence. MAAV Is an effort to involve men
so that we can begin to understand that violence is very much a
"man's issue." This project was founded in the fall of 2004 by 56 III F UMILERAIII ii F
University of Maine football player, Marcus Walton. MAINE
ish its mother tongue has not
been as successful and faces a
very bleak future.
March said this is probably the
case in Europe, but she still does-
n't want to see the regional lan-
guages die.
The preservation of language
is also threatened in more subtle
ways, such as Galician being
made a co-official language in
Spain. After this was done, many
people using Galician, such as
broadcasters, wouldn't actually
know the language and would
botch it terribly, causing actual
speakers of it to prefer listening to
Spanish rather than poor Galician,
March said.
March also expressed her
concern for the American atti-
tude that everyone should speak
English.
"The attitude that English is
good enough to go all around the
world ... It's very arrogant,"
March said.
March said 172 million peo-
ple in America only speak one
language, and many are work-
ing to make English a universal
language.
"The concern we should all
have is whether this aggressive
English-only monolingualism
will begin in Europe or whether
monolingualism will be cured in
the [United States] before it
spreads," she said. "That will be a
linguistic war to watch."
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Relay to come to Orono
By Melanie Morin
For The Maine Campus
There are many different ways to
fight cancer. Relay for Life has cho-
sen what they consider to be the fun
way. Every year, the organization
holds an 18-hour event where partic-
ipating teams take turns walking
around a track and taking part in var-
ious activities.
Though the event has taken place
in Old Town for the past 12 years,
this will be the first year that Relay
for Life, which raises money for can-
cer research, prevention, detection
and support for cancer patients, has
been held on the University of Maine
campus. Last Wednesday night at
7:30 in the Multi-Purpose Room of
Memorial Union, a Relay for Life
Team Captain meeting was held to
inform captains of their responsibili-
ties and to provide fund-raising tips
and advice to ensure the most suc-
cessful year possible.
Aislynn Byrne, a second-year
marine biology major, said the
efforts were very rewarding.
"It's a fun event," she said.
"We're raising money for a good
cause. Cancer affects everyone."
The meeting was conducted
by Byrne and Jason McCormick,
a forth-year psychology major,
who are the co-chairs of the
UMaine Relay for Life
Committee. Byrne has been
involved with Relay for Life
since she was in sixth grade and
McCormick joined Byrne on a
Relay for Life event last year.
"I had a blast and wanted to help
out and see what we could get start-
ed," McCormick said.
Relay for Life teams should be
made up of around 10-15 people
who can all be from one larger group
or organization or can just be a group
of friends, Byrne said. Mike Hart,
executive director of Relay for Life,
said the goal at UMaine is to create at
least 10 teams and raise around
$15,000. There are currently twelve
teams registered, including Alpha
Phi, UMaine's football team, and
Onward Pals.
Byrce said she isn't sure how
much the event will raise, but would
love to beat the University of New
Hampshire's total of $77,000. Hart
said that UNI-I's success was mainly
due to online fund-raising through e-
mail. The donators then have the
convenience to pledge over the
Internet.
There are other very popular
ways to raise money, including sell-
ing luminarias. Luminarias are little
paper bags of sand with a candle
inside that people buy to honor those
they know who have had cancer. At
the beginning of the relay, the bags
are all lit at once and light the first lap
of the track, which cancer survivors
walk. Hart said the luminarias are so
popular because people are getting
something for their money and hon-
oring someone else at the same time.
The reason the fund-raiser has
taken so long to reach UMaine is
because national Relay for Life
organizers have only recently started
promoting individual college partici-
pation. They are now spreading the
message to more and more colleges
every year.
Relay for Life will take
place on April 15 in Memorial
Gymnasium at the Field House
and will last eighteen hours.
Games, bands, movies and
other entertainment will be
provided.
Let's bed sled!
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CAMPUS PHOTOS BY
EMMA POPE-WELCH
TOO FAST — Sisters of
Delta Zeta (top) enjoy
their speedy trip down
the hill in front of Kappa
Sigma Friday night.
NICE COUCH — Mattress
and couches served as
sleds at Kappa Sigma's
bed-sledding event in
front of their house
Friday night. Some broth-
ers of Sigma Chi (left)
took a trip down the hill,
covered after the recent
snowstorm.
Aaron Skilling, advertising
manager of The Maine Campus
newspaper is currently accepting
applications for the position of
assistant advertising manager.
This position offers room for
promotion to one of the most
desirable jobs at UMaine.
Learn to sell, design, and
manage an office staff.
E-mail Aaron Skilling on
FirstClass or call 581-1276 for
more information.
Underclassmen in Journalism,
Advertising, Marketing or Business
majors are encouraged to apply.
Deadline is March 18, 2004.
Don't hesitate, apply today.
Apply today. You may be the future Ad Manager.
Sweating it
out in front
of GSS
Last week's General Student
Senate meeting an attempt to
create a committee that would
make sure merchandise sold in
the Bookstore or Bear
Necessities were not sweat-
shop-produced, was halted
. after initial passage. The pro-
posed committee would have
worked with the Workers
Rights Consortium. If such
goods were discovered, the
committee would have worked
with the University of Maine
administration to correct the
problem.
The GSS passed the resolu-
tion on Tuesday, but then the
resolution was vetoed the next
day by the Student Government
Cabinet. They claimed there
were procedural problems with
the resolution. The policing of
sweatshop-produced goods on
campus could be difficult if the
logistics of the resolution are
not ironed out.
We hope that the resolutions
can be reworked and presented
to the senate again, and hope
that the concern of sweatshops
can be balanced with students
price concerns.
Make
Bumstock
rock, please
With Bumstock fast
approaching the Bumstock
Committee's lack of any con-
crete plans for acts and artists
has some University of Maine
students feeling a little appre-
hensive about the entire event.
It seems a little late in the game
to still be deciding on what
bands to invite.
With a budget of tens of
thousands of dollars, the com-
mittee should not take it's role
lightly — it has a significant
amount of money at its dispos-
al. Hopefully, the committee
will not delay inviting bands
long enough to lose it's chances
of getting desired acts. Students
expect Bumstock to be a solid
experience, and while expecta-
tions may have dropped a bit in
the past few years, the student
body still wants a well-planned
and prepared event.
There is still time for the
committee to make the most of
Bumstock, but it needs to act
swiftly if it hopes to secure
bands that will make the student
body happy.
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Above and beyond labor pains
Recent news rife with bizarre baby related stories
Babies are born into the
world every day — it's a basic
fact of life. Most of these little
bundles of joy don't make head-
lines, but lately, a few tots have
been making some news.
A recent baby-related inci-
dent involves a woman, Patricia
Pokriots, who claimed to be a
good samaritan for rescuing a
baby she had seen thrown from
a car. Pokriots was heralded as a
hero and the baby was declared
a bona fide miracle. These
decrees were retracted when it
was learned that Pokriots had
fabricated the story in order to
relinquish custody of her own
baby. This sick twist of fate is
just one chapter in what is
becoming a rapidly warped ver-
sion of "A Baby Story."
In Kentucky, a woman who is
nine months pregnant wards off
OPINION EDITOR
an attacker who is trying to steal
her unborn baby. Sarah Brady is
forced to kill her assailant,
Katherine Smith, in self-
defense, according to police
reports. Smith reportedly told
neighbors that she was pregnant.
She may have been trying to
steal the fetus as a result of her
delusions. Her autopsy showed
she was not pregnant, despite
her claims and her fully fur-
nished nursery.
Brady's incident is eerily
reminiscent of an event in
December involving the killing
of a pregnant woman, Bobbie Jo
Stinnett, for her fetus. Her
killer, Lisa Montgomery,
assaulted Stinnett and was in the
process of perfoming a crude
Cesarean section, in order to
remove the baby when she was
apprehended.
The baby news doesn't stop
at the crime-and-punishment
stage. Instead, it ranges to the
absurd and outright bizarre
aspects of this miracle of life.
Last month, in Sao Paulo,
Brazil, a woman gave birth to a
16.7 pound baby boy. I will be
the first to admit that I can't
understand or appreciate the
logistics of childbirth. What I
do know is that baby is friggin'
huge. It's like two kids rolled
See BABIES on Page 9
Letters to the Editor
• Correcting conservative
rhetoric
Kristin Saunders boldly dis-
sembled in her recent column
about Social Security. She false-
ly claims that there is a Social
Security crisis and that the Bush
Administration's plan would
improve Social Security's future.
There is no Social Security
crisis. The estimates that
Saunders cites in her column
are from the Social Security
Administration, and are widely
regarded as pessimistic; the
Congressional Budget Office
predicts the Trust Fund will be
exhausted in 2052. Even if we
deal with the most pessimistic
projection, Social Security will
never go bankrupt as payroll
taxes will always be coming in.
Indeed, after 2042, continuing
with the pessimistic estimate,
Social Security will pay 73 per-
cent of promised benefits. This
73 percent is a whole lot more
than nothing, contrary to what
See LETTERS on Page 9
U.N. in
trouble
Human rights
issues addressed
PAUL
GOODMAN
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
The United Nations doesn't
seem to be doing a great job
lately. Still recovering from the
oil for food scandal, the U.N.
seems to have been making
more bad calls. Most recently,
the U.N. has been criticized for
its selections of who should
decided the agenda of the next
Human Rights Commission.
Both Cuba and Zimbabwe have
been nominated to help set the
agenda. To be perfectly blunt,
of all the other members of the
'Working Group on Situations'
— the Netherlands, Hungary,
and Saudi Arabia, Cuba and
Zimbabwe — are hardly good
candidates to be talking about
human rights.
Described as two of the last
outposts of tyranny by
Condoleezza Rice, both of the
most repressive regimes in the
world are now gearing up to
have a say in what human rights
complaints and infringements
will get a UN hearing. Sadly
enough, this is a common theme
in the U.N. Many of the coun-
tries that have been on the com-
mission in the past have been
horrible representatives of
human rights. Libya held the
panel's presidency a few years
ago. Sudan, a country that is
under U.N. scrutiny for possible
complicity of genocide in its
province of Dafur, is serving
out a third term.
Cuba and Zimbabwe are just
two more poorly chosen coun-
tries to take part in the commis-
sion. As for the commission's
agenda, Cuba hopes to bring
attention to cases of "well-doc-
umented atrocices" committed
by the U.S. in Iraq, as well as
US prisoner abuses and the
"illegal U.S. naval base" in
Guantanamo. Despite the fact
See U.N. on Page 9
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From Page 8
into one, because the average
baby weighs between six and
eight pounds — give or take a
couple ounces. The amazing
part is that aside from a pre-
existing diabetes problem,
mother Francisca Ramos dos
Santos and her son are doing
well. It was the fifth childbirth
for the 38-year-old dos Santos.
A Romanian woman also
made headlines for giving birth
about a month ago. 66- year-old
Adriana Iliescu gave birth to her
premature daughter, Eliza
Maria. The infant was roughly
half the weight of an average
newborn according to physi-
cians, but was breathing on her
own in intensive care. Are you
kidding me? A 66-year old
woman giving birth? There are
so many questions and jokes
that can be made regarding this
geriatric gestation. How the hell
did Iliescu even get pregnant?
And what's she going to do
when little Eliza starts growing
and playing? There's no way a
66-year-old woman can keep up
with a toddler. In fact, a couple
of twenty-something mothers I
know can't keep up with their
growing tots, so imagine a
woman three times their age
chasing a brat around?
Not to mention the sheer
logistics of aging. I'm certainly
not a math major — in fact, I am
a proud product of Pogozelski's
class — but I figure that by the
time Eliza is six, the age when
children start attending school,
her mother will be 72. When
Eliza learns to drive, goes
through puberty and , learns
about the birds and bees, her
mother will be well past the
average life expectancy for
American women, let alone
those individuals in the less for-
tunate nation of Romania.
What does all this mean?
Well, it's a nice reminder to
wrap it up when your getting
some Valentine's Day nookie.
It's a simple reminder that chil-
dren, especially newborns, are a
blessing, but also a delightful
pain in the ass.
Mike Melochick is a senior
journalism major and an ama-
teur gynecologist.
U.N.
From Page 8
that we do have a prisoner of
war camp and naval base there,
we've been renting
Guantanamo Bay from Cuba for
decades, sending checks to
Fidel Castro since 1958. It hard-
ly seems that we have an illegal
U.S. naval base set up in the
small island country since we
have always been paying rent.
Whether for economic or ethi-
cal reasons, Castro stopped
accepting our payments long
ago. Given the opportunity,
Cuba seeks to make it seem as if
we have yet to do anything to
stop or punish those responsible
for the prisoner abuses that
appeared at Abu Ghraib.
Cuba is hardly fit to accuse
anyone of human rights viola-
tions. Not long ago, Cuba suf-
fered sanctions as a result of
Castro's action against several
dozen journalists and political
dissidents in his country. He
had them rounded up and jailed
in the small island's infamous
prisons and then gave no real
reasons as to why, a move that
earned him the ire of many.
Meanwhile, Zimbabwe has
sought to ban foreign funding to
human rights workers, kicking
civil society organizations and
other similar groups out of the
country. These acts have all
been ignored by the U.N.
Cuba's own violations, along
with those in Zimbabwe, Sudan,
China, Nigeria and a host of
other countries with poor
records apparently need to take
a sideline to other, more impor-
tant items they feel the
Commission needs to focus on.
In the end, it's just another
black mark on the U.N.'s
record.
Paul Goodman is a freshman
new media major.
LETTERS
From Page 8
Saunders claims, we won't be
"on our own" it is more in 2005
dollars than retirees receive
today. What a crisis.
Saunders sees Bush's plan as
the solution to this "crisis" even
if Bush's aides themselves don't
see it this way. A Feb. 3 L.A.
Times article quotes an anony-
mous Bush aide admitting "that
the individual accounts would
do nothing to solve the system's
long-term financial problems."
Bush's plan would require bor-
rowing two trillion dollars in
the first decade alone; by the
time Social Security privatiza-
tion would supposedly save us
money we will have racked up
$15 trillion in debt.
The Bush proposal is not a
response to a crisis — as there
is no crisis — but a way to
achieve an ideological goal:
The destruction of the welfare
state. It is a plan that should
collapse under the weight of its
own absurdity, but is being
propped up by Saunders.
Sam McNally
Senior History/Political
Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down
• Another snow day
• `Mr. Nanny'
• Ligers„,
• Accumulated snow
• Thunder in Paradise'
• Tigons
On the road with Johnny Law
Man rides along with Orono police to defy stereotype
After reading Mike
Melochick's column, "Running
the commuter gauntlet," [The
Maine Campus, Jan. 171 I
decided to do some research of
my own. All too often, I hear
stories of Orono's police offi-
cers targeting UMaine students.
Time after time I've heard the
words, "those damned cops just
want to get us in trouble." To
fuel the fire, Melochick calls
the police presence in Orono
"extreme."
Not quite believing these
statements, I called Sgt. Josh
Ewing of the Orono Police
Department. He agreed to let
me ride along for a few nights
with one of his officers. I want-
ed to see for myself whether or
not the cops are out to get us.
Upon arriving at the station
for the start of my 5:00 p.m.
shift, I met my host for the
evening, Sgt. Wilcox. Wilcox
and I chatted for a bit, and then
we went outside to prep the car
for the long night ahead; sound-
ing the horn, turning on all the
lights, and of course checking
the siren to make sure all was
working properly.
Wilcox pulled out two tuning
forks to test the radar. Each
time an officer gets into his car,
he tests the radar using. these
forks. If, for some reason, he
forgets to test the radar, he risks
having a speeding violation
thrown out in court.
After all of this was com-
pletely finished, we headed out.
WAYNE D.
CIARICE
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
We drove around for a little bit,
and then pulled over our first
car. The car's headlight was
out. Wilcox checked to see if
anyone was behind him, and
then he whipped around and
threw on the blues. For person-
al reference, I noted that the car
did not have black bear plates,
or a UMaine decal.
While driving around,
Wilcox and I discussed why
they pull over cars for defects.
"What people don't realize is
that having a headlamp out is
actually a violation, and they
can be written a ticket for it,"
he explained. According to
Wilcox, pulling over defects is
another way to find drivers who
are operating under the influ-
ence or driving with their
license suspended.
In my time with Wilcox, we
pulled over a dozen cars. I'm
happy to report that only one of
those was a UMaine student,
and he was speeding. In eight
short hours, I was beginning to
prove Melochick, and a majori-
ty of the campus, wrong.
Eight hours was not enough
for me to prove definitively that
Orono's finest do not target stu-
dents. I decided that a second
night was necessary.
I spent the second night with
Officer Zulva. Again, we went
through the same routine at the
start of the shift. We checked
the radar, and then we were off.
We drove around for a bit, look-
ing for someone violating the
law. After about an hour, Zulva
pulled into a parking lot and
handed me the clicker that con-
trols the radar.
I spent the next eight hours
controlling the radar. I must say,
even a one-eyed monkey can
work the radar. It's incredibly
simple and easy to use. In light
of this recent discovery, I beg
you all not to argue the fact that
you were speeding. I assure
you, you will lose. Oh, by the
way, we didn't pull over a single
Orono student that night, either.
After two full shifts riding
with Orono's best, I finally
came to the conclusion that tar-
geting students is not on their
agenda. We didn't break up any
bible studies, and we didn't
light up anyone just because of
his or her student status.
Stop all the whining and
complaining about police
harassment must come to a
stop. If you don't want to be
bothered by the police, I offer
you these tips: Do not drink and
drive, get that headlight fixed
and stop at stop signs. Orono's
police are there to protect you,
not harass you.
Wayne D. Clarke is a sopho-
more music education major.
An ode to a college abode
Former French Island resident asks area to be his valentine
Always drunk on Sunday
Try'n to feel like I'm home
Smell the gasoline burnin'
Boys out feeling nervous and
cold.
One more year and the only
difference is where home actu-
ally is. This time last year, I was
lying in my bed drunk, dream-
ing of chocolate, wine and com-
panionship — French Island
Nights no more. It's been three
months since I've seen you, my
former home: Treat Webster. I
miss your endearing toughness,
thin streets and stoic silence.
Here in Orono we get none of
that. Wide streets inhabited on
both sides by professors and
other n'er-do-wells. Oh, for
your converted workstation
garages.
Sunday mornings remind me
of you and I think about kegs on
sun porches during winter
months. I think about how you
took me and all my friends in
sophomore year — that was
almost three years ago now. I'll
always remember you for let-
ting us jump off your roofs into
snow banks and never putting
on airs about noise or time.
They'll never take that from
you, baby. You always knew
who you were, and that's why I
love you.
I'll remember you for the
procession of friends who've
moved on but who started their
roots and memories in my mind
on your much-traveled roads.
NATE
KATZ
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
In particular I'll remember
hauling a piano up one of your
many steep staircases running
along the sides of your build-
ings. I'll remember it coming
"Sunday mornings
remind me of you
and I think about
kegs on sun porches
during winter
months"
Nate Katz,
for The Maine Campus
down a year and half later. In
between I'll remember wild,
foot-stomping music with bot-
tles of port on sunny spring
Friday afternoons.
I'll remember karaoke par-
ties, and birthdays, and the two
pet hamsters that lived and died
during the time I spent with
you. Hamlet and Bea, we
buried you along the waterline
and you're a tie I have to
French Isle. Formal Reggae
night, Masquerade ball, St.
Patty's day — you're all great
memories.
The holidays and the two
houses on the corner, always
competing to see who could
have the largest inflatable Santa
and Rudolph and a million other
lights and ornaments. They dec-
orated for Halloween,
Christmas and Easter. This year
was the first I didn't see the
Christmas ornaments but I'm
sure they were as bright as ever.
They used to reflect into our
living room all night until they
would finally be turned off.
Crossroads, seem to come
and go
The gypsy flies from coast to
coast
Knowin' many, lovin' none
Bearing sorrow. havin' fun
But back home he'll always
run
To sweet Melissa.
To me, French Island you are
that Melissa. Since I've got no
one else to say it to and because
you're the only one I miss;
Happy Valentines day French
Island. Just because I've left
you doesn't mean I won't come
runnin' home, bearin' sorrow,
havin' fun. I left a card for you
at your sign yesterday; maybe
we'll get back together some
day?
Nate Katz is a senior broad-
cast journalism major.
I
MUSIC
Java Jive - The Project
8 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 15
Memorial Union
Free
The Frequency
8 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 17
Memorial Union
Free
XXL Magazine MC Battle
9 p.m.
Firday, Feb. 18
Ushuaia
r
"Anya Lewis: Freezetag"
Through Saturday, April 2
Norumbega Hall
Free
"Persian Impressions"
Through Friday, June 10
Hudson Museum
Free
THEATER
"Chicago"
7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 17
Hauck Auditorium
Free
ENTERTAINMENT
Games Night - Nothin' Says
Fab Like a Free Date From CAB
8 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 14
Memorial Union
Free
Valentine's Day Bowling Party
6 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 14
Old Town Bowling Alley
$5
Karaoke
9 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 19
Memorial Union
Free
Climbing Night
3 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Weekdays
MaineBound Outdoor
Education Center
$1
COMEDY
The Maine Attraction -
Jamie Lissow
9 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 18
Free
MOVIES
"Bridgete Jones 2:
The Edge of Reason"
7:30 p.m and 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 16 and
Friday, Feb. 18
100 DPC on Wednesday,
Bangor Room, Union on Friday
Free
BARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50-cent drinks
College Night
Thursdays
The Chocolate Grille
Half-price entrees
If you would like an event
posted on the Style Calendar,
contact Matt Kearney on
FirstClass.
Inside
Get the scoop on this
summer's biggest movies
Page 12
Find out how the
Toodgeball' DVD
fares Page 12
Bowling for Soup, American Hi-Fi rock MCA during blizzard conditions
CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES
Hot 'soup' served
By Wayne Clark
For The Maine Campus
ere may have been a blizzard outside, but inside theTf4
CA on Thursday night was hot and steamy. Bowling
or Soup and their entourage of opening groups made
their presence known as they performed powerhouse
sets filled with hit songs and new beats.
MC Lars, an extremely white rapper from California, opened
up the show. Lars dropped out of college to go on tour with the
group.
"Bowling for Soup liked the demo I did in my dorm room
and they asked me to go out on tour with them," Lars told the
crowd of about 1,000. It's surprising that a
group like BFS would enjoy this no talent-
less, so called rapper.
While Lars was performing I couldn't
help but try and figure out ways to make fun
of him in this review. From his not so amusing lyrics, to the fact
that he thanked the crowd before they clapped, he was terrible.
It's rare that I can't tap my foot to a beat, but the only thing I felt
like tapping while listening to Lars was a keg to end my misery.
Thankfully, after 30 miserable minutes, Lars left the stage.
It took about 20 minutes before the next group, the Riddlin'
CONCERT
REVIEW
Kids, came on stage. The Kids are from Austin, TX, and made
the trek to Orono in a snowstorm in an eight passenger van.
Because of their lack of experience driving in the snow, they
were late. Their amazing musicality made up for their tardiness.
This band is clearly an up and coming powerhouse. The
group recently released an album, and they're out on tour in
hopes of promoting it The group draws its influence from
numerous styles, including emo and country-western.
"It's a super-cliche thing to say, but we've always said we're
just a rock band. We're punk-influenced, but we have just as
many pop, metal and '80s new wave elements. Stir everything
together and the end result is the Riddlin''Kids," explains the
lead singer on their website.
As American Hi-Fi took the stage, my expectations were
high. I wanted a high energy, killer performance and I got exact-
ly that. They opened their set with a song off of their soon to be
released album, "Hearts on Parade." From that point on, the
crowd was pumping. I couldn't help myself from jumping up
and down and sporting the "rock on" hand symbol.
The band worked the crowd very well. At one point, lead
singer Stacy Jones asked the crowd where the kegger was.
"You think I am joking," Jones said "I'm not kidding. I wanna
know where the kegger is, and how to get there."
An unidentified member of one of the local fraternities made
See SOUP on Page 13
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IN THE SPOT LIGHT — Ro*i.e H r iSq0 Knovitan) grabs all the attention at the School of Performing Arts Production of Chicago. Chicago will be show-
ing T5.urday through Sunday in Hauck Auditorium.
Frightful weather unable to tame 'Chicago'
By Andrea Curtis
For The Maine Campus
Despite the inclement weather,
theatre fans packed Hauck
Auditorium for the School of
Performing Arts' production of the
musical "Chicago." In fact, the
throng of people that arrived at the
Friday showing exceeded expecta-
tions and sent the front door atten-
dants scurrying to print more tick-
ets.
This production of "Chicago"
is directed by Tom Mikotowicz . It
displayed a plethora of young and
talented actors. The demanding
dance numbers and singing roles
in "Chicago" mandate multitalent-
ed performers. The lead role of
Roxie Hart was played by a rela-
tive newcomer, Lisa Knowlton.
Knowlton's strong voice carried
through the auditorium effortlessly
as she performed classic songs
such as, "Funny Honey" and
"Roxie." Janis Greim, a veteran of
the UMaine stage, wowed audi-
ences with a sassy portrayal of
Velma Kelly. Greim's unmistak-
able stage presence captures her
audience with each subtle gesture
and her wide vocal range.
The challenging role of Billy
Flynn was mastered by Dominick
Varney. Varney brought life and
charm to the sliver-tongued king
of the courtroom and provided a
fresh energy for each scene. Other
unforgettable performances include
Patrick Gleason as Roxie's melan-
choly husband Amos and Brianne
Beck as the robust Matron "Mama"
Morton. Both displayed powerful
singing and acting abilities that are
an essential foundation for both
Roxie and Velma's characters.
The main characters were
accompanied by a talented group of
sultry dancers. This ensemble pro-
vided vocal and visual support for
the production, never allowing the
eye a moments rest. From chair
hopping to jail bar tangos, these tal-
ented young men and women
entranced the audience with their
bold moves and synthesized chore-
ography.
Whether you enjoyed the movie
"Chicago" or the play, the perfor-
mance's keen adaptation of the
material successfully incorporates
music, vocals, and dance for any
audience to enjoy. The set design
and flashy costumes add to the
dazzling affect of that era and the
orchestra provided a musical blan-
ket for the entire performance.
From the energetic Master of
Ceremonies to the surprise unveil-
ing of Mary Sunshine, this per-
formance provides the perfect
chemistry of humor, music, visual
effects and all that jazz.
The performance will be run-
ning at Hauck Auditorium Feb. 13
and Feb. 20 at 2 p.m. and Feb. 17
through 19 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are
$10 at the door or free with a
MaineCard.
Another investigation for the P.1.
DVD
P.I.
By Mike Melochick
It was a dark and stormy day
when Matt Kearney, Style
Editor at The Maine Campus,
walked into my office. I could
tell without a word he needed
my assistance — his eyes said
it all. He explained he had read
my previous articles and even
the accurate follow-up letter
which one piece had garnered.
His situation was dire and he
needed my expertise.
See, Matt didn't know who
he was or what his movies said
about him. He had recently
started seeing this dame and
didn't want to give her the
wrong impression. I knew this
would be a tough case, but I
had to take it, because a friend
in need is a friend with money.
I told him my usual ground
rules applied, despite our
friendship. I was going .to do an
unadulterated investigation into
his DVD collection.
I entered his French Island
abode with nervous trepidation
and a strange sense of awe.
After passing a bureau full of
hair products and a closet full
of pink Abercrombie shirts, I
reached my mark — his DVD
rack.
Instantly, the Star Wars
Trilogy, in all its widescreen
glory demanded my attention.
These film classics are why
DVD is making VHS obsolete.
With extras and commentaries
galore, these films are a gem in
any collection.
The luster was quickly tar-
nished with the sight of
"Galaxy Quest," "Aliens," and
"Starship Troopers" and
"Starship Troopers 2." I didn't
even know a sequel to "Starship
Troopers" had been made.
Somehow, the Dick had missed
this straight-to-video classic.
Matt is clearly a science-fic-
tion geek and seeing the DVD
must-have "The Matrix" only
solidified this notion. I needed
to catch a cab out of Geekville,
population: Matt.
Instead of entering the prom-
ised land, I found my way to
See DVD on Page13
Partying outside of the box .
Boxed wine provides a great, cheap way to
party all night, if you play your cards right.
Rachel Irwin
For The Maine Campus
As we face the bleak transi-
tion between winter and spring,
college students turn to week-
end drinking to soothe the
unbearable passing of a drawn-
out semester.
Apartment, basement and
dorm. parties are on the rise,
with students low on Christmas
cash looking for cheap booze
and unique ways to consume it.
After three years of college,
it's been proven to me that stu-
dents will chug, funnel and
shotgun just about any type of
alcohol if it's in front of them.
I've witnessed vats of jungle
juice, skunked beer kegs and
painful Orloff vodka shots
taken without chasers. But, by
far the most innovative phe-
nomenon occurred my first
year when I was introduced to
the "slapping of the wine."
Picture half-filled wine bags
ripped from cardboard homes, ,
raised above heads, and hur-
riedly chugged without trepida-
tion. The highlight of such a
barbaric tradition? Giving the
tinted bag a hard smack before
passing it to an anxious neigh-
bor or friend who faithfully .
eyes the bag in anticipation.
In my experience, the best
See WINE on Page 13
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‘1:Dodgeball' DVD not too deep
By Matt Kearney
Style Editor
"Dodgeball: A True
Underdog Story" reunites the
frat pack, of "Old School" and
"Zoolander" fame in yet another
sophomoric humor film. Some
might view the term "sophomor-
ic humor" as a derogatory term,
but in this case it isn't because
no one does it better than Vince
Vaughan, Ben Stiller and com-
pany.
For those 10 people out there
who haven't seen the movie:
Peter LaFleur (Vaughan), owner
of Average Joe's Gym, faces a
crisis when he is forced to raise
$50,000 in less than a month or
have to default on his workout
center. To make matters worse,
White Goodman (Stiller) the
owner of Globo Gym will pur-
chase the gym and turn it into
part of his empire if LaFleur
does indeed forfeit. Insanity and
humor ensue involving the sport
of dodgeball.
Most of you probably already
have seen the movie, so you can
formulate your own opinion of
it, and for the select few that
haven't, let me ensure you that it
is both entertaining and funny.
,How could a movie with cameos
by Chuck Norris, William
Shatner and Lance Armstrong
be bad? However, because this
is a DVD review, we will take a
closer look at how the DVD's
quality and special features fare.
The picture and sound quali-
ty of the DVD are on par with
other recently released movies.
While neither distinctively
stands out in terms of quality,
neither is noticeably worse than
any other movie. Real average,
basically.
In terms of special features,
the DVD is just a little bit above
average. It has what you would
normally expect all mainstream
DVDs to contain, including
commentary by director and
COURTESY PHOTO MOVIES.COM
DODGE THIS — Ben Stiller stars as a slimey gym owner in
"Dodgeball," now available on DVD.
script writer, Rawson Marshall
Thurber and a gag reel. It seems
that every DVD contains com-
mentary by the director, but who
really watches the entire movie
listening to the thoughts of the
director? Only geeks and die-
hard fans is my guess.
The gag reel is fairly good,
nothing too amazingly funny,
but there are some good scenes
of the cast screwing up and act-
ing like general idiots. Watching
Vaughan and Stiller trying to
maintain straight faces while
staring into each other's eyes
while listening to the referee
detail the rules of sudden death
is pretty amusing.
The funniest special feature
is the alternate ending, which
Thurber explains he wanted as
the original ending to be more
"artistic." While at first it is
questionable as to whether or
not the alternate ending is a
joke, if you listen to Thurber's
commentary it's obvious that it
is. Oh, remember that question
about who actually listens to the
commentary? I just answered it:
geeks.
The DVD also features five
deleted and extended scenes
which were obviously left on the
cutting room floor because they
are just mildly funny. These
scenes will be appreciated by
hardcore fans of the movie, but
the average viewer can pass this
over, it doesn't offer too much,
really.
"Dodgeball" is one of the,
funnier and more entertaining
movies of the year, and should
be purchased or rented for those
reasons alone. If you're looking
for a load of great special fea-
tures you're not going to find
them on this DVD. While they
are average, they don't exceed
expectations by any means.
LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING
JOB? GOOD. BECAUSE RED BULL
IS LOOKING FOR A STUDENT
BRAND MANAGER.
Red Bull is on the lookout for a Student Brand Manager.
Art SBM is a reliable and motivated student whose
responsibilities include relationship building, brand
development on campus, and having a great time. (OK,
that last one may not technically be a "responsibility'
hut we're going to hold you to it anyway.)
Our expectations from you are the following:
• You're going into your second year or higher at
this school.
• You have a good knowledge of when/where things
are happening.
• You're interested in marketing and have good
communication skills.
• You're outgoing and have an entrepreneurial spint
• You can connect with different kinds of people.
• You have a flexible schedule.
Does this sound like you? If so, then please go to.
www.redbullu.com.
one student haircut, reg. $15
Coupon expires February 28, 2005
Open Tues, Wed: 9-5
Thurs, Fri: 9-7
Saturday: 9-5
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Summer blockbusters
The details on the biggest movies of the
summer. Find out what's coming out.
By Matt Kearney "Batman Begins"
Style Editor Wednesday, June 29
Christian Bale takes over the
While last week's snow- role of Bruce Wayne in
storm quickly reminded us that Christopher Nolan's version of
we are in the midst of winter, it the capped crusader's beginning.
does not change the fact that in After the disaster that was
three short months the summer "Batman and Robin" — a low
season will be with us. With point in the career of those actor's
that in mind, now is as good a involved — it seemed like
time as any to take a look at "Batman" was destined to never
upcoming summer films. The see the silver screen again.
studios save their biggest bud- However, Nolan was able to con-
geted and hyped movies for this vince the studio to let him take a
time of year and they either crack at it and we can only hope
sink, like "Hulk" or sail as with that it will be better than it's pred-
"Independence Day." How this ecessor.
summer's movies will fare "War of the Worlds"
remains to be seen, but here is a Wednesday, June 29
little peek of what is in store. Tom Cruise and Steven
"Star Wars: Episode III - Spielberg team up again after
Revenge of the Sith" "Minority Report," their first suc-
Thursday, May 19 cessful collaboration. "War of the
The latest installment of the Worlds" is an adaptation of the
prequel trilogy kicks off the H.G. Wells classic and with
summer movie season with Cruise and Spielberg on board
what is sure to be either a big seems extremely promising. With
bang or the sound of George a budget of nearly $130 million,
Lucas losing the rest of his fan expect a fair share of special
base. Lets be honest, "The effects, which only seems appro-
Phantom Menace" and "Attack priate considering the movie after
of the Clones" have pretty all is about aliens. DreamWorks is
much ruined the entire Star the same production company
Wars franchise and name. behind 2002's film version of yet
Lucas has apparently gone mad another H.G. Wells classic "The
in the 15 years between finish- Time Machine" — I think we all
ing the first trilogy and starting remember how that turned out.
the second, because any sense "The Fantastic four"
of crafting a meaningful movie Wednesday, July 8
has been lost. The trailers for Film version of comic book
"Revenge of the Sith" look classics has been on the rise since
promising but keep in mind that the success of "X-Men" and
the trailers for "Alexander"
looked good, too. See MOVIES on Page 13
2.00 off Jan's
Hair/S on
Full-service salon,
manicures & pedicures
827-4044 319 Main St., Old Town (Across from Rite Aid..)
tethers
LIVE!!!
Wednesday,
ebruary 16th
7-8 pm
at the University Bookstore!
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WINE
From Page 11
round will occur when conver-
sations end, beer die games are
abandoned, and skeptics drop
the notion that boxed wine is
only meant for family reunions
and proudly reach for the bag.
Another tip when presenting
the theme of wine slapping to a
crowded party: timing is every-
thing. Take the bag out of the
box too soon, and blank stares
and looks of disgust will be the
only thing passed around the
room.
Anticipate that point in the
night right before speech is
slurred, eyelids droop and ran-
dom hook-ups occur — wait
for that moment and watch as
the bag is introduced to the
party like a long last friend you
haven't seen in years.
Along with a shift in overall
mood, there are other practical
benefits of choosing a low-cost
table wine. For instance, most
boxes run between $10 and
$12, can be consumed by at
least two experienced wine
drinkers, and is a great alterna-
tive to the gaseousness of guz-
zling beer — if you can handle
the morning headaches.
Those who have already
fallen in love with the allure of
cheap wine on a college budget
know the preferred brands are
Almaden and Franzia. But, if
you are willing to openly par-
take in wine slapping the ulti-
mate choice is Peter Vella, with
its easy pour tap and accessi-
bility, drinkers have better con-
trol over flow and unnecessary
spillage.
With that in mind, not just
any type of wine can be guz-
zled, especially if you have
already put away ten beers or
half a bottle of rum. Usually
lighter wines, like sunset blush
or a white grenache, are
favored, even among critics.
By selecting this inexpen-
sive choice of boxed wine, the
consumer receives five liters of
opportunity and an instant
drinking game if beer pong and
"Up and down the river" have
worn out their welcome.
So if you can drop the stig-
ma of hauling off boxed wine,
share the past time with friends
and always remember: "Chug,
slap and pass," because you
never know when the bag will
run dry.
DVD
From Page 11
Chick Flick Island. He owns
"Love Actually" and "Notting
Hill." Jesus. I am just a boy
standing in front of this collec-
tion, asking it not to suck.
"Office Space" and "Super
Troopers" calmed my rattled
nerves and brought me back to
my senses. "Gladiator" also
reminded me that the owner of
this collection is, in fact, a man.
These three movies are staples
in any respectable DVD collec-
tion. But the question remained
— was this, in fact, a good col-
lection?
"Boondock Saints," "Jaws,"
"Once Upon a Time in Mexico"
and "Commando" made me
think twice about questioning
Matt's collection and his sexu-
ality.
"Wonderland," "Brazil" and
"Donnie Darko" showed a dark
side to Matt's personality.
Surely this seemingly fun-lov-
ing guy has some skeletons in
his closet along side those pink
shirts.
"Romeo Must Die," "Any
Given Sunday," "Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon" and
"Mission Impossible 2" dis-
played a flair for action movies,
even if they weren't the best
action movies.
I nodded my head as a wry
smile crossed my face when I
saw "A Few Good Men" and
"Shattered Glass." These
movies helped me make a good
final assessment of Matt's per-
sonality. He may have a few
questionable movies and per-
haps some questionable shirts,
but overall he is a good guy,
even if he owns "Paycheck,"
which is possibly the worst
movie ever made.
A Greek talent event
CAMPUS PHOTO BY STEVEN KNAPP
LINE SINGING— The Chi Omega girls sing at Wednesday night's Greek Talent Show in the
Memorial Union.
SOUP
From Page 10
sure to let Jones, and the rest of the
band know where it was going to
be. They ended their performance
with their hit, "Flavor of the Week."
After the show, Hi-Fi band
members hung out in the lobby and
signed autographs for some 300
fans. "We live for this," said Jones
in a post-concert interview. "We
really enjoy playing music. That's
what keeps us going." Jones said
that it isn't unusual for them to hang
out in venues and chill with the fans.
According to Jones, their next stop
was Providence. "If we get there,"
he joked. "We don't get this stuff
(the snow) in Texas." If you want
more information on the band, visit
their website at www.americanhi-
fi.com.
11 Orono Alumni are serving overseas.
Where will you be after graduation?
Peace Corps at UMaine
Information Table
Thursday, February 17, 10am to 2pm
In Memorial Union
Meet graduate students who served overseas
Thursday, Feb. 17th, 5pm to 6:30pm
In Career Center Lounge
Apply by March 1st
for summer and fall 2005 programs!
Contact 800-424-8580 or
clins@peacecorps.gov
vvvvw.peacecorps.gov
After three hours of opening
music, it was time to hear what
Bowling for Soup had to offer. As
they walked on stage, screams from
young, middle and high school aged
girls nearly burst my eardrums. The
pain was worth it. Their first song
instantly energized me and got me
into a rocking mood. The light show
alone was amazing. I could tell I
was in for a great show.
The group played almost exclu-
sively from their new album, "A
Hangover You Don't Deserve." The
comedic interludes between songs
were also quite entertaining. After
they played "Ohio, Come Back to
Texas," lead singer Jaret told a story
about their last trip to Maine. The
band wanted to get some authentic
Maine lobster, but the restaurant
didn't sell lobster on Sunday.
Instead, the group went to an
unnamed Mexican restaurant. "It
was the most disgusting experience
ever. It reminded me of when I mii-
took my pet rats turd for a Hershey
Kiss," Jaret recalled. The band is
from Texas, where Mexican food is
prevalent.
After several tunes, the group
ended their show with "1985," their
hit single. They will return to
Portland, Maine in June with Reel
Big Fish. Bowling for Soup, while a
little too teeny for me, puts on an
awesome show.
Overall, I tip my hat to Student
Entertainment for bringing such a
great show to the students of
UMaine. The atmosphere was awe-
some and the music was great. It
was, perhaps the fastest moving
four hours of the semester.
Hopefully there can be more shows
like this in the near future. Oh, and
I'd like to make one recommenda-
tion for Bumstock — ditch the
extremely juvenile carnival idea,
and bring back American Hi-Fi.
tonna" ainteduhimeh
a t ar Dress Pub prcsent the return
of Liticago jam hand FREESPACE the eveing of
Friday,Feb. 18. Check out our %Attics: for more
information its it'a announced.
av train 11-11.
The Let Baby Sluts Show inixes some
ruck with a few songs you might already
Robert StraLKS introduces listener* to bands they to
have saissed; some of them older law Neutral Milk liotd,
Paverarn oreswt its old as T. RtA with some of the new
like dm Shins or the !Ivry rurnams. 1Ir know saw l's
like to be in the dark and trying to discover new music
and he. makes it his goal to give people A 4.-itanct to hear
bands they won't anywhere else.
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Sweet lovin'
Happy Valentine's Day to the
lovely sisters of Delta Zeta!
— Elizabeth Hansen
Jess, Kasi, Holly, Jenny,
Amanda, Stacey — Happy
`Valentines Day ladies! I love
you all! You are the sweetest
girls in the world!
Love Always —
Sarah
Nate (short stuff)-
Happy Valentines Day
sweetie!! We have so much
fun together. Thanks for
always being there.
Love —
Sarah
Jon- Thank you for being
everything you are to me and
so much more. I love you.
—Aryn
Adam,
5 months and counting.
Happy Valentine's Day
sweetheart! I love you!
Love, Jenn
Happy V-Day, Todd!
When you put your arms
around me you let me know
there's nothing in this world
I can't do!
I Love You!
Happy Valentine's Day
Sarah K. Campbell, from
Mick Daigle
Bethany,
Im glad you said YES
Happy Valentines Day!
pOLLA!
Love, Barry
To "Buns" MaGee,
Happy Valentines Day! Its
been a great year with many
good times, and many great
ones to come!
Love Smoopy
Aaron James: my best friend,
the one I laugh with, live for,
love. Happy Valentines Day,
I love you, Emma
Kate, Your kisses are like
hot coffee; shocking at
first, but keep me warm
for a long time. Love,
Dean
Happy Valentine's Day My
Super Sokha Say.
p.s. i like your show.
Secret Admirer
Baby, will you be my valen-
tine? I love each and every
day we spend together that
much more. elephant juice,
A-town<3
To the beautiful lady behind
the counter at Burby and
Bates, Happy Valentines Day
;-) Anonymous
Matt: I hope your
Valentine's day is full of
loving-ness! You're a great
person, and I know I can
always count on you to
encourage me to be the best
I can. Thanks, it really
means a lot. Love, Nikita
Jen,
Even when you fart, your still
my sweetheart! I LOVE
YOU!!!!
Tyler
Jenn, I am so glad we are
roommates! I look forward to
being roommates until we
either die or graduate,
whichever comes first! Happy
VDay! Love forever, Alisa
To Team Raptor, I love you
all forever! You guys rock my
world! Happy VDay! Love,
Alisa
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Nikki, I promise no more
hickeys from other lovers.
You're my one and only
wifey. Love, Aimee
Happy Vday SAL! How many
guys would think of this!I
love u babe & we r going 2
find us some hot doctors
before u knoW it. Remember
the 'list'-we can't settle for
anything less:) Luv RUFUS
Roomes who needs guys
when u have the 342 girls?!
Remember I luv u & "it's
always funner w/ a
plumber" ;)
Danelle you will always be
the sweet pea. I'll meet you
at 5 o'clock back in Macon
Georgia. Love Bobby
JRM.... you are my best friend
and the best thing that has
ever happened to me. I will
always love you.
To the Sexy Boguen - all the
girls love you! Happy
Valentine's Day!
Barry, happy Valentine's Day!
Just think, it all began with a
hat! Love, B
Happy Valentine's Day April
Ann! Hope you have a won-
derful day. Love, Nicole
Happy Valentine's Day, Nick!
Love, Nicole
Happy Valentine's Day Anne
S., Yvette T., and Meghan S.!
Heart you ladies! From Al
Sweetie, You mean the world
to me! I miss you! Happy
Valentine's Day! Love, your
sweetheart
To the UMaine Grind Train,
and all my boys: Happy
Valentine's Day. You make
life interesting and I love you
all!! —Emily
To my favorite G-M TA!
Happy Valentine's Day...I will
see YOU??? From: G-M..)
Happy Valentine's Day
hunny! Love ya bunches
Randy. Love always, Anne
To my Londoners: Ell, Nick,
Nic, Lou, Lahr, and Lord
Oolis: HAPPY VALEN-
TINE'S DAY! Love "the
american"
Bobby, you're a little shast
monkey. I adore your bread
basket. — Love, Pea
A.G. Thank you for putting
up with me. I love all the
times we spend together.
Island view. - Kara
Mickey, I hope you have an
awesome Valentine's Day!!
*Sarah
Happy Valentine's Day to
Pickles and Julier!
I LOVE my DZ girls! You
ladies make every one of my
days brighter! Hope you all
have a great day. Love, Sarah
L.
Happy VDay to all the TA's
in CHF351 - especially u,
Trina. .)
+
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Happy VDay Peanut. From
Walnut
Happy Valentine's Day
Ofonime U kno! U kno!
Happy Valentine's Day
Cubby! Love Jenn
Eva - Happy Valentine's Day
baby! I love you! —> Ryan
rpiSe
L 0% I
EWS - You're the greatest
friend! Happy Valentine's
Day! Love, your cotton candy
Scott, I want to ride your
gravy train. — You know
who.
Mark, I love your smile, but
I like your roommate more.
M.J.
Bridget — I love you, and
feel so happy that you're my
Valentine! Ryan
Happy Valentine's AMR!
Much love, CSF
Kelly — You've opened up
my eyes to a world I never
could have imagined. I love
you more than you know. —
Carla
Erin Tapley, I love you.
Come home soon!! Love,
Skippy
Dear Heather — Roses are
Red, Violets are Blue, I have
chlamydia, and now so do
you!! Love always, your last
hook up
Happy Valentine's Day,
Mike! I love you! Love,
Ashley
Zachary Moody,
LUZ
Love Sara
Bemily Umham, will you be
my Peabody?
Happy VDay, Andrew! I love
you, Abby.
To the best roommate and
friend a girl could have —
Alisa! Happy Valentine's
Day! 417 York forever! Love,
Jenn
To Ivi — I'd like to be the
wall you climb.
Lots of love to Chuck, Nyssa,
Kristin, and Bucky this
Valentine's Day! Love, Jenn
A double shot of my love to
all my Oakes Room coffee
addicts. Love, Chris!!
To Marketplace Debbie — We
love ya, HUN! .)
Happy Valentine's Day to my
Dear! I love you Keith. Love,
Ashley
Strongbad, will you be my
Tech Support? —The Cheat
Smoopy — Love ya madly.
Happy Valentine's Day!
—"Buns" MaGee
Allison Seavey I HEART you.
(and your pussy too! Pumpkin
that is)
Munstabuns, there will always
be Boone's Fahm and 2North
christmas lights. Love, joysef
Heather — Last night was
wonderful. Thanks for the
comment about my sexy
penis. — Your Lover
I'd just like to announce to
everyone that it's true "once
you go Pat, you never go
back!"
Thanks Patrick for the good
time!
To all of my TAs: You're the
best!! —Dr. Caron
Happy Valentine's Day (and
wedding, soon) Tina! Can't
wait to see those boots. .)
Sweet Maiden,
my best friend always and
forever,
I love you with all my heart.
Judy Rose
Alana, a Friday with you is
better than a thousand
brownie sundaes. —Michael
Stodder Commons Salad Bar,
thank you for being stocked
with delicous bacon bits.
—The Student Body
Dave,
Happy 3rd Valentine's Day!
I love you to the moon and
back.
Laura
Derrick, you mean so much
to me. Thanks for always
being there, for all the mem-
ories and the wonderful
laughs. I love you. —Meg
To my rock star —
from hockey bored to
London calling to snuggy
down...I'm so happy we
found each other
love: your tooshy girl
Murph's cute, but no one
wears jeweled pants quite
like you.
—your personal proofreader
Ricco Suave, you'll always
have my left nipple. Keep
Felipe out of trouble.
Hugs — A.S.
BrandonBerce: Thanks for
being hot. Big fan of your
striped shirts.
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Hey Roomie, thanks for help-
ing me finish out my last
semester in style and being my
anti-valentine's day date.
MelBel
Isaiah,
i want to know you still more
and more. i have this sense
that you are stronger than you
may even know. let's be
always new.
love k
Chief — Happy Valentines
Day. I remember when we met
during a Sox game, at least
you're not a Yanks fan. We saw
eight million movies this sum-
mer, you caught me up on the
ones I've missed. But you say
you're not sure where you're at,
but wherever you end up, we'll
always have Santa.
— Your dork.
To Rachel, Ben, Trina, Ivi,sJoy
& Ian - Have a wonderful
Valentine's Day - and thank
you for all your hard work
coordinating the class.
— Sandy
Dear Joseph, I am preg-
nant, Happy Valentine's
Day!
— Mary
Do
To SMW — Love of my life,
and JOY! Happy Valentine's
Day! - SLC
Hey there — So we shared a
drink in Quebec and the rest
is history. So glad I met you!
Happy Valentines Day. from
the guy who loves to dance,
to live life, and to hang with
you cutie.
To the Student Forum. Happy
Valentines Day from Tuggles.
Emily, you're the best fag-hag
us MOs could ask for. The
UMaine Grind Train loves
you.
Dear Juciy Pants,
I love to give you hickies on
your breasts. It makes me
handle my stick better.
Love, Tommy Gunn
Tiner,
I love your shelf. Sorry I can't
get hard anymore.
Love, Winchester
Katie,
While I at army camp I
played with my "weapon"
every night when my room-
mate fell asleep.
From, Sgt. T. Bick
Kara,
To the best friend in the
world, your rock kid. Happy
Valentines Day.
— 438
Marshall,
You are "the sweetest thing."
love,
your bono (aaron)
4Ic
To Mom,
Happy Valentines Day from
your favorite son.
— EJS
Matt K.,
When we met at Ushuia, you
looked so cute in your pink
shirt and gelled hair. 1 thought
you liked boys, I guess I was
right.
— 
Tuggles
Meller Meller,
Your the best boxed wine-lov-
ing sister a girl could ask for.
Happy Valentine's Day
Love Moon Dog
Deb,
Thans for liking me despite
my lack of skills. Please get
your stuff out of my locker —
I need room for my
nunchucks and bo staff.
—Napoleon
P.S. I caught you a delicious
bass.
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Sports or Love:
Which one is more important?
By Matthew Williams
Staff Writer
Valentine's Day is here again, and
for the fourth year in a row I'll spend
my day with sports. They are my
obsession: I spend most of my time
digesting information about sports,
arguing about sports, or telling peo-
ple to shut up while I watch sports.
My obsession with sports is defi-
nitely a handicap when it comes to
the ladies. A conversation inevitably
turns to sports and either my far-too-
in-depth analysis puts her to sleep, or
I argue her opinion so much that we
never speak again. Mrs. Wilbon and
Kornheiser to take you out to dinner?
Forget about it. Being a short guy
who doesn't have Mike Lundin's
pretty face or Arel Gordon's biceps, I
am left with an empty mailbox on V-
Day.
I've tried using the old sportswrit-
ers' trick: saying "But honey, I have
to watch this game for my job."
They don't buy it "Can't you go
watch the highlights," or "the Maine
Campus isn't a real job, you idiot"
are the usual responses.
Not that I'm complaining. Any
member of Red Sox Nation will tell
you that no woman will ever make
them feel the way they did last
:October. Ditto for any lifelong fan of
the New England Patriots. Yes, folks,
it's true. World championships are
better than sex.
Sports bring life's highest highs.
My buddy Justin is a Cincinnati
Bengals fan, and while their seasons
aren't usually cause for celebration,
when Chad Johnson caught the
longest TD pass in Pro Bowl history
last year he didn't stop smiling for a
month. I've known the guy for
almost 20 years and no woman has
ever put that kind of bounce in his
step.
Much like a lady, sports can also
bring the lowest lows. I often won-
der what felt worse: Breaking up
with my high school sweetheart or
losing the NCAA championship to
Denver last year. It scares the hell
Yes folks, its true.
World
championships
are better than sex.
out of me that I find myself leaning
towards the hockey game.
The Red Sox utter collapse in last
year's ALCS was definitely worse
— but their win this year erased that
pain. The pain of losing a girl never
goes away, but the pain of a sports
loss is gone as soon as the next victo-
ry.
The best part about sports is that
you never really lose them. Mess
things up with a girl and you'll never
see her again—and you'll probably
have to endure watching her carry on
with another guy to boot. When the
Buffalo Bills lost their final game to
Pittsburgh and missed the playoffs, I
was devastated. But at least I know
they'll be back next year and they
won't be moving on without me.
You never have to spend $100 on
diamonds and gold for a sports team.
Sure, you have to buy tickets, hats,
and various other goodies, but will
the team get mad at you if you don't
get the cutest one? Does David Ortiz
ask you if he looks fat in his baseball
pants? You never have to buy a team
an expensive dinner or tell then
they're prettier than that other girl
over by the water fountain.
You're probably thinking that I'm
nuts. You can't live a life with a
sports team, you can't marry it or
have a family with it. It doesn't give
you feedback, it's a one way rela-
tionship.
Would I be happier if I spent as
much time trying to sweep a woman
off her feet as I do thinking about
how the trap killed the NHL?
Probably. Maybe I just can't stom-
ach the red and pink of Valentine's
Day because every sports team I
hate, Boston College, Denver, the
Montreal Canadians, and my home-
town high school's rival all wear red.
Someday, I'll meet a girl who's
attracted to this unhealthy athletic
obsession of mine. She'll appreciate
my Charlie Brown-esque self-depre-
ciating style, and maybe she'll even
manage to drag me away from a
game to go see Wicked on
Broadway. But until then, I'm going
to keep spending every waking hour
consuming as much sports as
humanly possible.
After all, I'll never have to buy a
pink stuffed animal that's bigger than
I am to keep my beloved Red Sox,
Patriots, Bruins, Celtics, or Black
Bears happy.
LOSSES
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Black Bears in thig way.
"We had to deal with it against
Providence, and we came back
after winter break and beat them,"
said Wren.
For the men's side, Andrew
Magiera led the way with two
wins in the 500-yard freestyle and
the 200-yard individual medely
with times of 4:54.37 and 2:04.48,
respectively. Freshman Michael
Goede continued to show promise
after last week's wins at Boston
College and picked up three sec-
ond places and three best times in
the 50-yard freestyle, the 100-yard
freestyle and the 200-yard back-
stroke. Isaac Forbes, also a fresh-
man, was.second in both the one-
meter and three-meter dive events.
Forbes has repeatedly shown con-
sistency under any condition, and
did so again facing one of the best
divers in the conference, Wildcat
Chris Johnstone.
For the women, Brittany
Harrington and Kiki O'Donnell
started off the individual events
with sparks. Harrington, a junior,
blazed a 15-second personal
record in the 1,000-yard freestyle
with a time of 10:35.26, good
enough for second place. In the
same race, O'Donnell achieved
her own personal best as well,
swimming in a time of 11:04.82.
Tal Sphaizer grabbed another first
place for the Black Bears in the
100-yard butterfly, taking the race
in a time of 59.10. Sphaizer was
being chased by UMaine's Karin
Feldman who got second place in
the event. Racking up another win
was the sophomore from
Mississippi, Megan Wolters, who
won the 200-yard individual med-
ley in 2:14.17. Jessica Pratt held
strong in the women's diving
events, placing second in the one
meter dive and third in the three-
meter dive.
With the conference champi-
onship coming up in two weeks,
Wren displayed only confidence
from his teams' performances.
"Our whole diving group has
been really coming around. We
may have the deepest team in the
conference," Wren said.
"We may have the
deepest team in the
conference."
Jeff Wren
UMaine swimming,
head coach
A new element that is going to
surface for the Black Bears is hav-
ing to travel to the conference
championship.
"The thing that will be different
is we won't be home," said Wren,
"but that's just the way it is."
In years past, UMaine has host-
ed the meet, but this year it will be
held in Baltimore, Maryland.
"Our main goal is to go there and
swim well," said Wren.
Wren believes the losses this
past weekend will not be forgot-
ten. "It is going to add good incen-
tive to go after them in the confer-
ence meet," said Wren. "This is
what we do the whole year for."
Aaron Skilling, advertising
manager of The Maine Campus
newspaper is currently accepting
applications for the position of
assistant advertising manager.
This position offers room for
promotion to one of the most
desirable jobs at UMaine.
Learn to sell, design, and
manage an office staff.
E-mail Aaron Skilling on
FirstClass or call 581-1276 for
more information.
Underclassmen in Journalism,
Advertising, Marketing or Business
majors are encouraged to apply.
Deadline is March 18, 2004.
Don't hesitate, apply today.
Apply today. You may be the future Ad Manager.
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Jose Canseco
basking in
limelight after
comments
By Matthew McGraw
For The Maine Campus
Cue the patented music. Cue
the clowns. Cue the elephant.
Welcome to the Jose Canseco
show.
What went wrong in sports that
caused all our retired athletes to
write books about the shady side of
the business? Can anyone make a
steroid claim that is legitimate.
Aside from the obvious holes in his
story, Canseco is just shooting out
garbage for anyone to catch. The
problem is, people are hanging on
to his every word like he's a judge.
Come on people, set your lie filters
to the on position.
After the grand jury testimony
from Jason Giambi and Barry
Bonds leaked, it seemed reasonable
doubt went out the window and
anyone who had a voice became a
credible source. What's so wrong
with what Canseco is saying?
Problem one: He doesn't have his
story straight. After stating in his
new book, "Juiced," that he inject-
ed teammate Mark McGwire with
steroids often, in an interview on
"60 Minutes" Canseco could only
think of two times he injected
McGwire. Apparently Canseco's
definition of often is twice.
Canseco later noted that he is happy
that the Red Sox win the World
Series so often.
The second major problem with
Canseco's allegations is that it
seems he has no proof for any of his
claims. Canseco throws the steroid
cloud over Barry Bonds, who is no
stranger to the "S"-word, and
Sammy Sosa, who is also thought
by many to have used steroids.
Canseco doesn't say he did steroids
with either of these two men, or that
he saw them take them, or that he
sold them steroids. Rather, Canseco
points out that he thinks they took
them. Thanks for your opinion on
such a serious matter, Jose.
Those two complaints aren't
my biggest concerns with this
whole Canseco situation. My com-
plaint is how the media is respond-
ing. They are actually giving
Canseco credit. On the Mike and
Mike morning show, Mike Greenie
actually referred to Canseco as an
expert in the field of steroids. Why,
just because he did them?
When Bret Boone told "The
Seattle Times" that he has never
said more than three words to Jose,
why don't we believe him? It's
because we want people like
Canseco to stir the otherwise dull
pot of professional athletics. He
adds a dramatic touch to the real
life soap opera of sports.
We need guys like Freddie
Mitchell to talk some smack. Who
else is going to pump up Rodney
Harrison? His second trip to the
Super Bowl? Come on, that moti-
vation wears off. If Ron Artest
didn't essentially quit basketball to
pursue his goal of being a music
producer, do you really think any-
one would be watching the NBA?
While everyone else gets caught
up in the mess Canseco has creat-
ed, take the time to realize that's
all it is: A mess. Once the season
comes around, the real players will
clean it up.
SWEEP
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game. Two of the goals were
scored by the Wildcats' line of
Jones, Nicole Henkle and Leah
Craig. Over the weekend, the trio
was able to create a host of prob-
lems for UMaine, combining for
eight points, including Sunday's
two-goal performance by Jones.
"We put pressure on them early
in the game and really did not
change much we knew what we
needed to do as far as moving our
feet," Perron said. "Overall, we
played 30 minutes of hockey and
they took advantage of big mis-
takes."
Saturday's contest against the
Wildcats may have been a preview
of things to come, as the Black
Bears were defeated 5-2 in front of
a season-high attendance of 474
people.
Although New Hampshire was
able to score two goals early set-
ting the tone, the first few minutes
saw both teams spend time behind
each others' nets, only to see a few
chances created. One of UMaine's
best chances came during the
stretch when Brigitte LaFlanune
was on a 2-on-1 only to get
stopped by Melissa Bourdon.
Even though both teams came
out setting an early physical tone,
New Hampshire took care of a
UMaine miscue en route to one of
their two power-play goals. 20 sec-
onds into their first power play of
the day, Hekle was able to feed a
centering pass to Jones to take a 1-
0 lead. Two minutes later, Hekle
added to the lead when she ripped
a shot off the post to beat Gettings
for a 2-0 lead.
Late in the period, UMaine was
able to muster a few chances, with
their best opportunity coming with
a 2-on-1 by Tristan Desmet. New
Hampshire however, pokechecked
it away. If that was not bad
enough, the Wildcats were able to
increase their lead to 3-0 heading
into the first intermission. The goal
came when the Wildcats won a
faceoff in their own zone as Craig
blazed past the UMaine defense to
put a slapshot past Gettings.
In the early portion of the sec-
ond period, the Black Bears were
able to get more shots on net, fore-
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TROUBLE AHEAD — Brigitte LaFlemme defends the UMaine goal from Andi Hanley and
Nicole Helele during the first period of Saturday's game at the Alfond Arena.
ing a power goal against the best
penalty killing unit in the confer-
ence. The goal came with a little
more than a minute left, when
Desmet was able to wrap around
the net for a shot on goal. Her shot
was stopped by a host of UNH
players in front of net but Sonia
Corriveau recovered the puck to
cut the lead to 3-1.
The Black Bears continued to
create shots as they outshot the
Wildcats 17-6 in the period, but
Hekle and Craig came back once
again on the power play to
increase the lead to 4-1. The goal
came when Lindsay Hansen won
the faceoff, and once Hekle got the
puck she found Craig for her sec-
ond goal of the day.
More than a minute after the
goal, UMaine was able to cut the
lead to 4-2 when Cheryl White
beat Bourdon. The goal came
when Desmet was able to get deep
in the UNH zone as she blasted a
slapshot, which rebounded off the
UNI-1 netininder as White recov-
ered the puck for the goal.
Late in the second period, the
Black Bears almost saw deja vu
once again when the Wildcats
almost increased their lead before
heading into the locker room. With
the Wildcats in the UMaine zone,
Hekle was able to find Craig, who
had a wide open net. She lobbed it
over the net and the Black Bears
dodged a bullet.
UMaine's late second-period
luck did not carry over into the
third period, with New Hampshire
adding one more goal six minutes
into the frame when Palazeti was
able to beat Gettings for a 5-2
score. Later in the period. UMaine
was able to garner a 5-on-3 power
play opportunity only to see
Bourdon turn away eight Black
Bear shots to preserve the win for
the Wildcats.
"Whenever we made one mis-
take they capitalized on it and
whenever we did one thing wrong
they took advantage of it," said
Captain and senior Emily Stevens.
"Basically this has happened every
year I have been here and practice
is going to be really important
because if we do not work hard in
practice it will carry over into the
season and this is where we have
to come together."
SETBACK
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the Black Bears distance them-
selves from fourth place in the
America East standings. In sole
possession of fifth place in the
league, the Black Bears stand at 6-
8. For the Great Danes, the loss
improved their conference mark to
8-6, good enough for fourth place.
Albany is 12-11 on the year. If the
Season were to conclude today,
each squad would meet in the first
round of the conference tourna-
ment.
Deadlocked, coming out of the
half, Albany nailed two early
buckets to garner an early lead.
The Black Bears countered with
four straight baskets from Mark
Flavin. However, that was last
stalemate the two foes saw for the
remainder of the game. The Great
Danes quickly fired away eight
answered points, capped off by an
electric three-pointer from
Wilson. The ascending shot from
the arc up the Albany advantage to
47-39 with five minutes gone in
the second half.
The Great Danes continued to
overwhelm the Black Bears, hold-
ing them scoreless for over four
minutes halfway through the half.
UMaine finally snapped the
drought with a tenacious bucket
from local boy Joe Campbell with
7:11 remaining. Campbell's hoop
helped revitalize a struggling
Black Bear offense that was shoot-
ing a dismal 28 percent. Providing
a boost from the bench was Chris
Bruff, who finished with eight
points on the night. Hoping to
stage a dramatic comeback,
UMaine managed to combat
Albany basket for basket in the
closing minutes of the entangle-
ment. The boys of Orono were
never able to trim the advantage
below ten points.
The Black Bears completed the
match shooting 42.9 percent from
the field despite struggling in the
opening minutes of the second
half. UMaine hit 4-for-15 from
behind the arc for 26.7 percent,
while going 6-for-14 from the
charity stripe.
Albany wrapped up the deci-
sion shooting 37.5 percent from
the field and the three point line.
Both teams were nearly even in
rebounds, with Albany besting
UMaine 40-38.
Flavin spearheaded the Black
Bears offensive assault collecting
14 points and three rebounds. Also
contributing greatly to the attack
was Campbell, who hauled 10
points and eight boards. Junior
Kevin Reed tied Campbell for the
team lead in rebounds with eight.
Reed finished with five points,
while shooting abysmal 2-from-13
from the field and 2-for-6 from the
arc. Chris Markwood and Bruff
each added eight points for the
Black Bears.
The opening half played out
drastically different with both
teams matching each other blow
for blow. UMaine was able to
snatch an early 7-0 run midway
through the half hauling in a 24-19
advantage. The Black Bears
extended their lead to 28-20 only
to inspire four unanswered buckets
from the Great Danes. Albany per-
sisted chipping away at the
UMaine advantage with a 6-2 run
at the end of the half to tie up the
decision. Both foes headed to the
locker room stalemated at 35-35.
Flavin led the Black Bears with
10 points in the half. Markwood
and Reed had eight points, respec-
tively.
Reed coming off one of his
best all-round games in the
Black Bear Blue struggled
throughout much of the match.
Last Wednesday, Reed tallied 31
points, just five shy of his
career-high, while pulling in
eight rebounds and six steals.
Another depressing factor for
the Black Bears was their second
half struggles which seemed
vanquished after Wednesday
raucous second half. The Black
Bears scored 51 points in the
second half against the
University of New Hampshire,
while they struggled to knock 19
points on Saturday against the
Great Danes.
The Black Bears return to the
Hub at 7 p.m. Wednesday
against Northeastern, who is cur-
rently ranked third in the confer-
ence. UMaine, who beat
Northeastern nearly a month ago
at home, will be looking to once
again shutdown the ferocious
Jose Juan Barera if they are want
to snap a slide that has seen them
go 2-for-3 in their last five
games.
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Out of their Element
COURTESY PHOTO BY SAMANTHA HARTERY
COOL DOWN — Members of the UMaine men's and women's swim teams enjoyed Friday's snow day with only a hat, a pair of gloves and a bathing
suit. The teams were preparing for the upcoming conference championship, hosted by the University of Maryland-Baltimore County.
McMahan prepares for golden opportunity during final year
By Alex Shehata
For The Maine Campus
Kevin McMahan, a junior wide
receiver for the University of Maine
football team, has a long road of
Football
recovery and preparation ahead of
him before the Black Bears' season
opener Sept. 3 in Lincoln, Nebraska
McMahan suffered a season end-
ing knee injury last fall against the
University of Massachussetts, result-
ing in a grade two tear of his medial
collateral ligament.
"It was a 50-yanl catch, I ran a lit-
tle after and a group of people came to
tackle me, one fell awkwardly on the
side of my leg," said McMahan.
With the departure of senior wide
receiver Christian Pereira who is grad-
uating in May, McMahan is expected
to compete for the number one receiv-
ing position alongside Ryan Waller,
also entering his senior season.
From the start, McMahan has been
contributing to the Black Bear
offense, stepping in for injured players
his freshman season, a task many are
not asked to do. Due to his experience
on the field and his maturity off the
field„ Jack Cosgrove, head mach of
the football team, is looking for him to
step up and guide the younger players.
While at Aquinas Institute in
Rochester, N.Y, McMahan was able
to harness his athletic ability to help
the team to a state championship and
at the same time, earn Most Valuable
Player in the championship game.
The individual awards for
McMahan his senior year include
being named All-State and All-City
selection, Aquinas Student-Athlete of
the Year, and received the team's Go-
To Player Award."
. SPOT
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are guaranteed to be the number-
one seed in the America East tour-
STA TRAVEL
www.statravel.com 
,+
nament, in Hartford, Connecticut,
in March.
If they were to win the rest of
their games, the Black Bears will
have won their third straight regu-
lar season conference title. A win
in the America East Championship
game would give the Black Bears
at automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament.
Perhaps the biggest game for
the Black Bears this season will
be next Saturday, when they
travel to play the Hawks at
Hartford, the sight of confer-
ence tournament.
TRAVEL
LIKE YOU
MEAN IT.
Cheap Student Airfares
London $323
Paris $3 7 4
Madrid $412
Rome $415
Amsterdam $375
Prague $462
Lima, Peru $515
Tokyo $615
Subject to change and evalisbolity. Texas and
other applicable leas are not included. Fares are
roundmp from Portland, Maine Leo Go Europe
prica of per person and belied on dorms end
double/twin occupancy. All pricars correct et tune
of printing and subject to change without notice.
Great Trips
Let's Go Europe
See Rome, Florence, Nice, Barcelona
and everything in between
I. from $360-r-Air
Eurail Passes from $241
Huge discounts for youth under 26 yo.
Hostels & Budget Hotels
o Cheap sleeps starting from $12Mt 
800.554.7547
For Sale
www.NepaliShop.com has
teh warmest hats for your
head, fleece lined for your
comfort. Buy 2 get free
shipping. 100's of unique
styles.
Assistance 
Got conflict? We can help!
UMaine Mediators, 581-
2639
Advertise in The Maine
Campus. Call 581-1273
between 8:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. to place your
classified advertisement.
www.mainecampus.com
Cosgrove expects McMahan to be
fully recovered from his injury by the
start of the season.
Outside of the weight room,
McMahan spends hours studying
video of opponents, breaking down
their weaknesses, looking at what
routes they have trouble covering, and
studying techniques with hopes to
take advantage of them on the field.
After a rough junior season that
saw limited output, McMahan's sta-
tistics weren't enough to catch the
attention of NFL scouts, but not all is
lost. During UMaine's spring prac-
tices, scouts will be in attendance to
look at members of the team.
Players who perform well will be put
on the watch list for the upcoming
season.
"Because Kevin wasn't able to
put up terrific numbers this year, I
expect him to be put on this list with
a good spring session," Cosgrove
said.
However, McMahan's dreams of
playing in the NFL are on hold until
after the 2005 season.
"My number one goal for the
team is to able to finish and win
games, and after that things will fall
into place," McMahan said..
CAMPUSL
LASSIREDS
Hiring
Top Boys Sports Camp
in Maine! Play & Coach
Sports *Have Fun* Make
$$$ Camp Counselors
positions available
Summer 2005 Apply
Online
www.campcobbosee.com
or Call 1-800-473-6104
Travel
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica,
Acapulco, Bahamas,
Florida. Best Prices! Book
now!!!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
For Rent
1,2,3,4,5 bed apts avail.
next school year. Call
Chad: 990-2271
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ONE LAST SHOT
Senior Monica Paterson hopes to guide the Black Bears back to the NCAA tourney
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
M
onica Peterson is in the midst of her
final season as a member of the
UMaine women's basketball team.
She is averaging over 33 minutes per
game, which ties her for the team lead along with
senior teammate Kim Corbitt.
Peterson is used to playing a lot of minutes. In
her freshman season, her team had only eight play-
ers. It was head coach Sharon Versyp's second sea-
son. Her freshman class of Peterson, Corbitt, Missy
Traversi, and Nicole Jay was her first recruiting
class. Versyp played her freshman a lot.
"I guess when we first came, our freshman year,
we had no choice but to play right away," said
Peterson, a native of Wilmington, Delaware.
"Missy and Kim were the only two point guards on
the team. There was only eight players on the team,
so obviously we were going to get a lot of playing
time."
Peterson was a three-year captain at A.I. DuPont
High School, where she averaged 14 points and 11
rebounds per game. When she came to UMaine,
she made her mark on the America East immedi-
ately, winning the conference rookie of the year
honor. She led UMaine in rebounding, and finished
second in the conference with 8.1 rebounds per
game.
She came off the bench her sophomore year and
averaged over 26 minutes per game, which was the
most among non-starters. She helped the Black
Bears to an undefeated conference season and to
the America East Championship game where she
grabbed 17 rebounds in a losing effort against
Boston University.
Paterson played in every game her junior sea-
son, including 36 minutes against Texas Tech, in
the first round of the NCAA tournament.
Peterson has not slowed down at all this season.
She is one of only 6vo Black Bears to 'start every
game for her team, and she again leads her team in
rebounds.
Although it is her last season, Peterson says she
is playing like she is coming back next year.
"I'm just playing like normal, I guess," said
Peterson. "I'm still playing as if I have next year to
play. I don't think it's really hit me that it's the
end."
Peterson has not missed a game since her fresh-
man season. She played the full 40 minutes a few
weeks ago at Boston University. She says she does
not mind playing a lot if she is playing well, but
she knows it is up to her coach to decide how much
she plays.
"I have no problem sitting," said Peterson. "I
don't mind playing the full 40 minutes. I'm used to
it now. The first couple of games I was a little tired.
Whatever coach wants to do is fine with me."
Peterson and the other three seniors know where
they want to take their team before they leave
UMaine and they know their team will rely on
them to get them there.
"Right now we're just playing like we did last
year," said Peterson, "trying to get a bid to the NCAA
tournament, and do whatever it takes to get there."
CAMPU PHOTOS BY SARAH BIGNEY
WORKING FOR SUCCESS — Senior Monica Paterson shapes her game during practice
last Wednesday. Paterson is tied with fellow senior Kim Corbitt for most minutes played
per game this season. Both Corbitt and Paterson are averaging 33 minutes per game.
While Corbitt and Traversi receive a lot of
praise for their team's winning ways, Peterson
has quietly done her part over the last four years.
She says she does not like the spotlight, she just
likes to play.
When she graduates in May, Peterson, a kine-
siology major, will look to go to graduate
school. She has received a number of academic
awards over the years, and she says she would
like to continue her education by attending one
of the three graduate schools she has already
applied to.
She says, however, graduate school is not her
first choice. Her first choice should come as no
surprise.
"My first choice, I would like to continue to
play," said Peterson. "If I can continue to play
overseas than that's where I'll be."
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UNH deals devasting sweep to UM
Women's hockey team falls at Alfond Arena to nationally ranked Wildcats
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
After Sunday's loss, the
University of Maine women's
hockey team found themselves in a
familiar spot:
Trying to make a
late run for the
playoffs.
The Black
Bears dropped
both games over
the weekend
against the No. 8
University 01
New Hampshire.
With the completion of the series,
the Wildcats outscored the Black
Bears 10-2. The Black Bears, who
opened the series Saturday with a
5-2 loss, fell just one point out of
the final playoff spot after
Sunday's 5-0 series finale defeat.
The Black Bears have six games
left in the season.
"I think it's a season within
another season, especially with six
games left," said head coach Guy
Perron. "If we can take care of
business and score some goals and
make the playoffs, then we will
have met one of our goals coming
into the season. We control our
destiny and our players will work
hard to get us where we need tobe."
Unlike Saturday's contest,
which saw UMaine concede three
goals in the first period, the Black
Bears were able to shut down the
Wildcat offense throughout much
of the first two periods. During
that time, the Black Bears were
UM 2
UNH 5
UM 0
UNH 5
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OPEN ICE APPROACH — Brigitte LaFlemme goes head-to-head with the UNH defense.
The Black Bears lost both games by a total score of 10-2 over the weekend.
able to create a few opportunities,
including a 5-on-3 power-play
opportunity.
However, it was a power-play
opportunity for the Wildcats that
lead to UMaine's downfall. Three
minutes into the second period,
UNH was able to work the puck
around to Becky Peters, who pro-
ceeded to find Taylor Palazeti.
Palazeti then slipped the puck in
past UMaine goalie Rachel
Gettings for a 1-0 lead. New
Hampshire increased their lead a
minute later when Stephanie Jones
launched a shot over Gettings'
glove for a 2-0 lead.
"The weekend was obviously
unsuccessful in every way and
these were points we really needed
and now we have to go out and
win every game for the rest of the
season," Gettings said. "The goals
late in the period were a killer and
we went back into the locker room
during intermission and that is
what we talked about. It really did
hurt the morale heading into the
third period."
Unfortunately for the Black
Bears, the third period was no dif-
ferent from the second with the
Wildcats scoring three more goals
in the last eight minutes of the
See SWEEP on Page 17
Swim teams
take weekend
off after losses
in Durham
By Michael Dabrleo
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine men's
and women's swimming teams
took the week off after suffering
dual defeats by the University of
New Hampshire Wildcats Feb 5.
The men fell 168-123, while the
women lost by a score of 173-112.
Despite some great personal per-
formances, the Black Bears were
unable to hang on for the win.
"We ended up being down a
couple for health reasons,"
UMaine head coach Jeff Wren said
of his teams' performances.
"We had some people do
remarkable jobs, but overall it was-
n't the best time we've had there,"
said Wren.
According to Wren, the
Wildcats shaved down for this
meet, which is when the swimmers
shave their bodies and wear skin
suits to cut down on friction in the
water. This is the second time this
season a team went against the
See LOSSES on Page 16
Black Bears suffer road setback
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
It's been a 'troublesome three
weeks for the University of
Maine men's basketball squad.
Men's Basketball
Saddled with disheartening
injuries and disappointing
defeats, the Black Bears have
been searching for some form of
regularity. On Saturday night
that pursuit continued. In game
that brought more questions than
answers, the Black Bears
dropped a 67-54 decision to
Albany.
Missing their leading scorer,
Ernest Turner, who is sidelined
four to five weeks with a shoul-
der injury, the Black Bears were
unhinged by a feverish Albany
assault in the opening 10 minutes
of the second half. Buoyed by
sparkling performances from
Jamar Wilson and Lucious
Jordan, the Great Danes com-
pleted a season sweep of the
Black Bears. Wilson and Jordan
contributed 20 and 14 points,
respectively. Picking up right
were he left last month against
UMaine, Wilson fired 7-18 from
the field while hauling in five
assists. The ever-steady Jordan
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON
HIGHT OF EXCITEMENT — Jason Hight looks for a way
around UNH's Ben Sturgill last Wednesday.
shot 5-for-13, while registering
11 rebounds on the evening. Levi
Levine rounded out the scoring
sheet for the Great Danes,
recording 12 points while shoot-
ing 4-11. Levine finished with
two steals and three assists.
With the loss, UMaine dipped
to 11-12 overall on the season.
More importantly, the defeat saw
See SETBACK on Page 17
UMaine
grabs sole
possession
of top spot
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
women's basketball team picked
up their seventh straight win on
Women's Basketball
Saturday, defeating Albany 67-58.
Bracey Barker led the Black Bears
with 21 points and six rebounds,
shooting 10-for-12 from the field.
The Black Bears could never
pull away from the Great Danes
until the end. Albany, playing on
their home court, gave the first-
place Black Bears a good game.
Alicia Learn had 19 points to lead
Albany. Center Danielle
Hutcheson, who was named to the
last two All-Conference teams had
17. She was named America East
player of the week last week.
UMaine improved to 14-8
overall and 10-2 in America East
play, one game better than second-
place Hartford. The Hawks lost
80-74 to Stony Brook on Saturday
for their third conference loss of
the season.
Albany is now tied for fourth in
the conference with Boston
University and Vermont. Each
team has a 6-6 conference record.
The Great Danes are 11-10 on
their overall season.
Kim Corbitt, a native of
Albany, and Missy Traversi each
had 11 points for the Black Bears.
Monica Peterson had 10 points
and six rebounds.
While the Black Bears shot
around 50 percent from the field,
they threw a surprising 54 percent
from the free throw line.
For the fourth straight game,
UMaine again had to come back in
the second half. Albany built a 36-
31 lead at halftime, but the Black
Bears outscored the Great Danes
in the second 36-22, to pick up the
67-58 victory.
The Black Bears did take an 8-
3 lead early, and led 17-10 at one
point in the first half. UMaine had
a 22-15 lead, but a 10-3 Albany
run tied the game at 25. Albany
took a six-point lead into halftime.
The Black Bears started the
second half on a 10-2 run. Albany
answered back and tied the game
at 48. UMaine then went on a 7-2
run and held on for the win.
The Black Bears return home
Tuesday night to host
Northeastern at 7:30 p.m. UMaine
beat Northeastern earlier in the
season, in Boston, 68-65. Corbitt
had 17 points to lead the Black
Bears. Traversi and Barker each
had 16.
The Black Bears have six regu-
lar season games remaining. Three
of them are at home. If UMaine
wins the rest of their games they
See SPOT on Page 18
